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UNIVERSITY OF LIVERPOOL

Abstract
Development of the Pixel Tracker and Study of Combinatoric

Background for the Mu3e experiment

by Andrew Groves

The Mu3e experiment is dedicated to the search for the decay µ+ → e+e+e−

with a sensitivity aim of 10−16 using the world’s most intense muon beam. This

decay violates lepton flavor conservation and is strongly suppressed in the stan-

dard model, however there are many models that go beyond the standard model

that do predict some level of flavor violations making this decay a great indica-

tor for new physics.

There are many challenges to measuring this decay with this sensitivity. For

instance, we need excellent momentum, space and time resolution to be able to

reduce background levels to allow for the sensitivity aim. In this thesis I will

describe how the detector aims to tackle some on these challenges and explain

in detail the work done on developing the construction methods and quality

assurance tests for the outer pixel tracker.

Due to the high rate of muons that will be decaying in this experiment a good

understanding of potential background sources is important. This thesis will

detail the simulation and estimation of the main background of Internal Con-

version and will also go onto optimising the selection criteria used to find good

events. Another potential source of background is from combinations of mul-

tiple decays that have been reconstructed together. The main source of this

background is Bhabba and Michel and is studied in detail in Ref. [1]. This

thesis will discuss another two types, Internal Conversion and Michel as well

as Photon Conversion and Michel, and it will detail the event estimate in the

signal region.

HTTP://WWW.UNIVERSITY.COM
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Chapter 1

The Standard Model and beyond

Particle physics is concerned with the fundamental constituents of nature and

their interactions. The current theory to describe these is known as the Stan-

dard Model, which is one of the most tested theories in history and has held up

remarkably well [2, 3]. However, there are a number of areas that the Standard

Model doesn’t explain.

This chapter will focus on the Standard Model with special attention to its

flavour structure. The chapter will then move on to discussing the problems

with the Standard Model before explaining the current theories that include

charged lepton flavour violation.

1.1 The Standard Model of Particle Physics

The world that we live in appears to be made up of just a few particles. Atoms

make up everything that we see in nature however these are not fundamental,

but they are made up of electrons, protons and neutrons. The electron is the

only particle out of these that does not consist itself of other particles; if we probe

further into the proton and neutron it is found that they are bound states of

particles called quarks, namely up and down quarks. These 3 particles including

the electron neutrino form the first generation of spin 1
2 particles called fermions.

Each of these also has a corresponding antiparticle, which are particles that have

the same mass but opposite quantum numbers. In high energy interactions more

particles are found, which can be grouped into 3 different generations, as shown

in figure 1.1. There are 3 different types of particles in this diagram, leptons,

quarks and bosons. Flavour refers to the species of an elementary particle. The

Standard Model counts six flavours of quarks and six flavours of leptons. The
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bosons are the forces carriers while the matter particles are leptons and quarks.

The leptons discovered are the electron, muon and tau as well as their neutrino

counterparts. All of these particles behave in the same way with respect to

the electromagnetic and weak interactions with the main difference being their

mass. When the muon was first discovered and identified as a lepton it was first

thought that it was an excited state of the electron. This however would mean

that the decay µ− −→ e−γ should be possible [4]. This was not observed [5]

leading to a new quantum number being introduced, called lepton number,

which was assumed to be a conserved quantity. Each generation has its own

lepton number. In weak interactions each lepton is accompanied by its own

neutral partner called a neutrino, which was first proposed by Pauli to solve

the β decay problem of the conservation of energy and angular momentum [6].

Hadrons are bound states of several quarks. There are two classes of these

namely mesons with integer spin and baryons with half integer spin. Baryons

and mesons have integer charge while the quarks have fractional charge, namely

−1
3 and 2

3 . Quarks carry numerous quantum numbers. The first being colour

which takes the values red, green and blue. The colour quantum number acts

like a charge in the strong force. The second being a flavour quantum number

e.g. strangeness for the strange quark. The final quantum number is weak

isospin explained in section 1.1.2. Flavour is conserved in quarks for the strong

and the electromagnetic interactions, however this conservation is broken for

the weak interaction.
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Figure 1.1: The Standard model including 3 generation of
matter particles and the gauge bosons. The spin, mass and
charge are also shown as well as which particles participate in

each force [7].

1.1.1 Particles interactions

There are 4 fundamental forces in nature: the weak force, the electromagnetic

force, the strong force and gravity. Each of these are mediated by the exchange

of virtual particles called gauge bosons. Gravitational interactions between

particles are feeble and can be neglected at present energies. The strong force

is responsible for binding quarks together. It is mediated by the gluon which

also carries colour charge. There are 8 different colour charged gluons, each

carrying a colour and anti-colour. Only the quarks and gluons carry colour

charge, and these are the only particles to interact via the strong force. The

current best theory to describe the strong force is Quantum Chromodynamics

(QCD) [2, 8–10]. The electromagnetic interaction is mediated by the photon,

this couples to electric charge meaning that all charged particles can interact by

this force, it is described by Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) [3, 11–14]. The

last force is the weak interaction, which is mediated by the massive W+, W−

and Z bosons, which couple to weak isospin. This force is explained in more

detail in section 1.1.2.
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1.1.2 Weak interaction

To be able to describe the weak interaction some key principles need to be in-

troduced. We first need to explain what parity, and chirality are. After this we

will move on to discussing the form of the weak interaction and its implications

on lepton number. The following section discusses weak currents. For a more

detailed description see Ref. [4].

Parity

The parity transformation (or space inversion) is defined by,

P : −→x →
−→
x′ = −−→x . (1.1)

which simultaneously flips the sign of all three spatial coordinates. This has a

different effect depending on the type of vector or scalar e.g. it inverts polar

vectors but not axial vectors and pseudoscalar but not scalar quantities. The

parity operator can also be applied to a rest frame Dirac spinor (~p = ~0) leading

to these having intrinsic parity of ±1. Parity plays a important role in the weak

interaction which has been shown to be parity violating.

Charge and CP

With the discovery of the positron [15] it was proposed that a new type of charge

symmetry existed, this was extended to all fermions and bosons by Feynman.

This assumes the forces behave in the same way no matter what charge a particle

has. However, it can be shown that charge symmetry only holds for electromag-

netic and strong interactions but is violated in weak interactions.

This led to the proposal that a combined symmetry of charge and parity could

be conserved. This was later found to also be broken, be it at a very small level

by CP violating decays of neutral kaons, discussed further in section 1.1.3 [16].

Helicity and chirality

In the weak interaction only, the left-handed chiral components take part. To

understand this statement, we first need to explain helicity. Physically, helicity

eigenstates are eigenstates of the spin operator resolved along the direction of
−→p . This is useful when the spin operator does not commute with the energy
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operator, so cannot be known at the same time. As helicity does commute, we

are able to get some information about the spin.

Another operator that can commute with the energy operator is the γ5 matrix,

thus states may also be classified by the eigenvalues of γ5. The γ5 matrix is the

product of the 4 other gamma matrices, also known as Dirac matrices, these

are a set of generic matrices with specific anticommutation relations. This has

a small change with respect to helicity where the fermions eigenvalues are equal

to the helicity while for anti-fermions it is equal to minus the helicity. These

eigenvalues are known as chirality and γ5 as the chirality operator. This is only

true in the massless limit; thus, we must regard the mass terms as coupling to

states of different chirality. The different states are known as left and right-

handed.

V-A theory and parity violation

In 1957 it was found that parity is violated in weak interactions, specifically in

nuclear β decays [17]. This meant that the theory at the time, the Fermi theory,

needed modifying to explain this. The modification was to have a theory with

vector and axial vector currents to naturally introduce parity violation [18].

In the new formulation of the weak currents the term (1 − γ5) which is the

left-handed chirality projector operator appears, this term dictates that only

left handed components of the Dirac spinor enters into the weak interaction.

1.1.3 Weak interaction currents

Now that the weak interaction is understood to be parity violating, we can

discuss the form of the currents which make up the interaction Hamiltonian.

First the leptonic weak currents are discussed followed by the quark currents.

The quark currents are important as the weak interaction does not couple to

the mass eigenstates for quarks but rather to different weak eigenstates. These

are related by the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix.

Leptonic weak currents

The total leptonic charged current is defined as

jµCC(leptons) = jµweak(e) + jµweak(µ) + jµweak(τ) (1.2)
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where

jµweak(e) = νeγ
µ (1− γ5)

2
e (1.3)

where νe is the adjoint spinor (θ†γ0), e is the fermion spinor and γµ are the

Dirac gamma matrices and run from 0 to 3. The reason that this is referred to

as the charged lepton current is because each part, jµwk(e) has a total charge.

Each lepton pair has the same coupling, independent of flavour.

However this is not the end of the story, in 1973 a neutral current decay

was observed [19]. This was predicted earlier in the Glashow-Salam-Weinberg

(GSW) [20–22] theory and leads to two neutral currents and introduces a num-

ber of constants; namely clL, c
l
R and gN . The constants (clL, c

l
R) are the relative

combination of V-A and V+A , while gN is the strength of the neutral current

compared to charged ones (g).

In the GSW theory these values are predicted in terms of the weak mixing angle

(θW ) where,

gN =
g

cos θW
, clL = −1

2
+ sin2 θW , c

l
R = sin2 θW . (1.4)

The coefficients are independent of flavour. The most recently determined value

of sin2 θW , by CODATA in 2018, is 0.22290± 0.00030 [23].

Quark Weak currents

Now turning the attention to the quark sector, we will start by only considering

two generations a quarks to follow a historic route.

With the discovery of quarks it was found that the weak currents follow the

same form as for the leptons. This shows universality between leptons and

quarks in the weak interaction. However a problem was that the rate of d→ u

is slightly lower than µ− +W+ → νµ. This problem was solved by saying that

the strength of the weak interaction was shared between the ∆S = 0 and the

∆S = 1 transitions [24]. This leads to weak charged currents for quarks to be

jµCab(e)(u, d, s) = cos θCuγ
µ (1− γ5)

2
d+ sin θCuγ

µ (1− γ5)

2
s (1.5)
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where u is the adjoint spinor, d and s are the fermion fields, γµ are the Dirac

gamma matrices and θC is the Cabibbo angle. This can be rewritten by intro-

ducing a mixed quark field,

d′ ≡ cos θCd+ sin θCs (1.6)

thus,

jµCab(e)(u, d, s) = uγµ
(1− γ5)

2
d′. (1.7)

It was however noticed by Glashow–Iliopoulos–Maiani (GIM) that this raises an

issue in the second order as processes such as K2 → µ+ +µ− or K+ → π+ + l+ l

would be ∆S = 2 transitions [25]. To get around this problem they introduced

a fourth quark, now called the charm quark. This new quark would couple in a

similar way as before leading to the 4 quark current being,

jµCab(e)(u, d, c, s) = uγµ
(1− γ5)

2
d′ + cγµ

(1− γ5)

2
s′. (1.8)

GIM proposed describing the weak interaction by a SU(2) Yang-Mills gauge

theory, which later transpired to be of U(1)xSU(2) symmetry. This formulation

unified electromagnetism with the weak interaction, and the generators of SU(2)

is what we call weak isospin. Thus, the weak neutral quark currents become

gN
∑

q=u,c,d′,s′

qγµ
(
cqL

1− γ5

2
+ cqR

1 + γ5

2

)
q. (1.9)

In summary the quark fields that participate in the weak interaction are (u, d′)

and (c, s′) where s′ and d′ are not the fields with definite mass but are related

to the mass eigenstates s and d by the Cabibbo matrix. The main problem

with this matrix was that CP violation had been seen to occur within the first

2 generations of quarks. To achieve this there needed to be a complex phase

introduced somewhere in this matrix. Kobayashi and Maskawa attempted to do

this, however they found that for 2 generations of quarks this was not possible.

They then showed that a 3-generation model could introduce a CP violating

phase. This discovery as well as the discovery of the bottom quark 4 years later
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helped confirm a 3-generation model [26]. The full matrix is then,

V =


Vud Vus Vub

Vcd Vcs Vcb

Vtd Vts Vtb

 (1.10)

which is known as the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix [27].

1.1.4 Neutrino oscillations

In the late 1960s the Brookhaven Solar Neutrino Experiment studied the amount

of solar neutrinos produced during nuclear fusion [28]. This experiment found

only a third of the predicted number thus giving rise to the solar neutrino prob-

lem. This problem was solved by Super-Kamiokande in 1998 and the SNO

collaboration in 2002 which gave evidence for neutrino oscillations [29, 30].

Neutrino oscillations can be explained by saying that the mass eigenstates, la-

belled ν1, ν2 and ν3, are not the same as the weak eigenstates measured but

rather a combination of all 3. The mass eigenstates can be related to the weak

eigenstates by the Pontecorvo–Maki–Nakagawa–Sakata (PMNS) matrix [31,32].


νe

νµ

ντ

 =


Ue1 Ue2 Ue3

Uµ1 Uµ2 Uµ3

Uτ1 Uτ2 Uτ3



ν1

ν2

ν3

 (1.11)

Using this matrix the probability for a neutrino to oscillate to a different flavour

can be found if we say that νe,ν,τ evolve according to the time dependence of

the mass eigenstates. Following this through, you get the general form shown

in equation 1.12. This shows that the oscillations depend on the energy of the

neutrino, the distance that the neutrino travels and the mass difference between

the mass eigenstates.

P (να −→ νβ) =
∑
ij

U∗αiUβjUαiU
∗
βje
−i(δm2

ijL/2E) (1.12)
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1.1.5 Problems with the Standard Model

The Standard Model describes many phenomena and predicts the existence of

many particles. However, there are still many phenomena and experimental

observations that are not explained by this theory.

The most obvious natural phenomenon that the Standard Model doesn’t de-

scribe is gravity, however this effect is negligible at the typical energy levels

studied in high-energy-physics. There have been efforts to describe gravity as a

quantum field theory however there are still issues yet to be resolved [33,34].

Astrophysics has several observations that give evidence for a new unknown type

of matter and energy, dubbed dark matter and dark energy. Dark matter was

introduced as a way of solving the velocity of galaxy spiral arms [35,36]. While

dark energy was introduced to explain the anisotropy in the cosmic microwave

background radiation [37]. The percentage of these is measurable by determin-

ing the cosmological constants, this has shown that the universe is made up

of 69% dark energy, 26% dark matter and only 5% baryonic matter [38]. This

implies that the particles described by the Standard Model framework do not

account for 95% of the universe.

The Standard Model is also not able to sufficiently explain the imbalance of

matter and anti-matter in the universe, there are mechanisms, but it is not

enough. For this imbalance to occur Andrei Sakharov set 3 conditions [39]:

these are baryon number violation, CP violation and interactions out of ther-

mal equilibrium. CP violation is allowed in the SM and observed, however only

for weak interactions. It is a great puzzle as to why it is not observed in the

strong interaction, even though it is not prohibited.

The observations of neutrino oscillations shows that they have mass, this is not

included in the Standard Model but can be extended to include this. Neutrino

oscillations violate lepton number, a property otherwise conserved in the Stan-

dard Model [28, 29,40].

Another problem to consider is why the Higgs boson mass is so much lighter

than the Planck mass, this is called the hierarchy problem. This is because you

would expect the quantum corrections to the Higgs mass making its value huge

compared to where it sits.

In the Standard Model, interactions involving leptons are universal, this means

that they are the same irrespective of flavour. Recent observations however
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seem to challenge this universality. There are indications that currently it is

found in B mesons decays there are larger than expected rates for decays to τs.

The significance of these results sits at 4 standard deviations [41].

There are other results that the Standard Model is not able to explain. In the

Standard Model the radius of hydrogen is predicted and confirmed in exper-

iment, however the radius of muonic hydrogen is predicted but the observed

value deviates from the prediction by as many as 7 standard deviations [42–45].

Another result is the magnetic moment of the muon, its current observed value

is 4.2 standard deviations from the Standard Model with a new g-2 experiment

at FNAL reducing the uncertainty [46–48].

1.2 Charged lepton flavour violation

With the observation of neutrino oscillations, it is shown that lepton number is

not a conserved quantity, however, to this day there has been no detection of it

in the charged sector. There have been many searches to try and identify any

violation [49–51]. These are shown in figure 1.3 along with what decay channel

was under investigation. It also shows future experiments predicted sensitivity

including Mu3e with an aim of 10−16. Many of these experiments used muons

due to several reasons, for example their ease of production and their purely

leptonic decays. The last observations in some of the main decay channels are

detailed in section 1.3. The advantage of these types of searches is the near zero

contribution from the Standard Model. This is because the only contribution

in the Standard Model is due to neutrino mixing leading to a branching ratio

that is extremely small [52–54]:

Br(µ→ eγ) =
3α

32π

∣∣∣ ∑
i=2,3

U∗µiUei
∆m2

i1

M2
W

∣∣∣2 < 10−54, (1.13)

as it happens by neutrino mixing, as shown in figure 1.2 Thus any signal would

indicate new physics as no experiment gets near to this sensitivity. The most

sensitive experiment to date is from MEG and sets a limit of < 4.2× 10−13 at a

90% confidence level [50]. The planned upgrade will push this to < 6 × 10−14.

The reason for this small branching ratio is due to the GIM mechanism. With

the relative masses of the W (MW = 80.4 GeV) and the neutrino mass difference
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Figure 1.2: Standard Model Feynman diagram for the decay
µ→ eγ.

(O(10−3 eV 2)). The SM branching ratio of the decay µ → eee would be even

smaller than µ→ eγ due to the addition vertex after the photon.

Figure 1.3: The history of CLFV searches and their 90% con-
fidence limits in the main muon and tau channels and the ex-

pected limits for future experiments [55,56].

1.2.1 Effective theory for lepton flavour violation

An effective Lagrangian can be used to describe lepton flavour violation [57].

These Lagrangians are constructed as an extension of the Standard Model by

increasing the dimensions beyond the 4 in the Standard Model. The Lagrangian
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terms that are of interest for the decay µ→ eee are proposed by [54];

Lµ→eee =
4GF

2
[mµAR µRσ

µνeLFµν +mµAL µLσ
µνeRFµν

+ g1 (µReL) (eReL) + g2 (µLeR) (eLeR)

+ g3 (µRγ
µeR) (eRγµeR) + g4 (µLγ

µeL) (eLγµeL)

+ g5 (µRγ
µeR) (eLγµeL) + g6 (µLγ

µeL) (eRγµeR) + H.c. ] .

(1.14)

In this equation the terms AR,L are the coupling constants for the decay µR →

eLγ and µL → eRγ, while the other terms are four fermion interaction terms

and H.C. is the Hermitian conjugate.

To understand the different charged lepton flavour violation modes’ effective

mass sensitivity it is useful to change the parametrisation in equation 1.14. An

alternative form is shown in equation 1.15 [58]. This introduces 2 key parame-

ters, Λ which is the effective mass scale of the new physics and κ which is the

relative size of the 2 types of interactions. Using these parameters a plot can

be produced, seen in figure 1.4, showing the sensitivity to the branching ratio

of the respective decay modes at a given value of Λ and κ.

LLFV =

[
mµ

(κ+ 1)Λ2
µRσ

µνeLFµν

]
γ−penguin

+

[
κ

(κ+ 1)Λ2
(µLγ

µeL) (eLγµeL)

]
tree

(1.15)
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Figure 1.4: Sensitivity of the µ → eγ and µ → eee channel
as a function of the ratio of penguin diagram to the tree dia-
grams. The red shaded region is the current excluded region of
the branching ratio based on current experimental results. The
solid and dashed lines will be future excluded limits with new

experimental result [58].

1.2.2 Models to describe lepton flavour violation

Supersymmetric models

Supersymmetric models are of great interest in particle physics as they provide

a solution to the hierarchy problem. This is because the quadratic cancellation

associated with the added SUSY particles mean the Higgs scalar mass will be

naturally of the electroweak order.

In the minimal supersymmetric extension to the Standard Model each Stan-

dard Model particle has a partner particle, e.g. slepton [59]. For CLFV the

particles of interest are the sleptons, sneutrinos, neutralinos (χ̃0
i ) and charginos

(χ̃±i ). The χ̃0
i and χ̃±i are a mixture of the neutral and charged gauginos and

Higgsinos. New sources of CLFV can accrue due the couplings between these

particles, provided the mass matrices for the lepton and sleptons do not align,

as is the case in a majority of theories.

SUSY models can be embedded into grand unified theories. This is when the

standard model gauge groups are part of a larger group at higher energies. One

such higher group is SU(5), this can produce lepton flavour violation through
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radiative corrections to the SUSY breaking term causing the masses. For some

parameters of this theory it could produce a branching ratio at the level of 10−16

for the decay µ → eee [54, 60]. A Feynman diagram for the decay µ → eγ in

super symmetry is shown in figure 1.5.

In minimal supersymmetric models where there is a requirement of gauge

invariance, interactions can happen that violate baryon and lepton number con-

servation. However, to prevent the proton decaying too fast (10−2 seconds), a

parity is introduced to distinguish superparticles from ordinary particles. This

is called R-parity and defined as (−1)3B−L+2S , where B, L and S are the baryon

number, lepton number, and spin, respectively. It is also possible that this

isn’t conserved, provided the coupling constants to introduce proton decay are

suppressed. This would lead to a larger contribution to tree level diagrams for

µ→ eee [61].

Figure 1.5: Feynman Diagram for SU(5) SUSY theory for the
decay µ→ eγ [54].

Other models

If you introduce neutrino mass and mixing to the SM this introduces lepton

flavour violation only at unobservable levels. If, however, you introduce neu-

trino mass by the seesaw model, where there is a heavier right-handed neutrino

to account for the small mass of the neutrinos, then the branching ratio would

increase. However even for the most extreme masses this would only increase

the branching ratio to O(10−40) from the Standard Model branching ratio of

O(10−54), remaining undetectable in Mu3e [62].

There are also theories that allows for a heavy boson and charged fermion to run

in a penguin diagram, this can lead to an enhancement of the decay µ → eee

while the decay µ→ eγ doesn’t receive a enhancement. One of these models is
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the doubly charged Higgs [63].

1.3 Charged lepton flavour violation experiments

Due to the many different theories for lepton flavour violation with varying

predicted branching ratios, measuring these can provide a good test for new

physics. There are many different processes that can be searched for to identify

CLFV for instance rare muon and tau decays and muon to electron conversion

on nuclei. Muons provide the most stringent limit as they can be produced in

large quantities, have a long lifetime (2.2 µs) as well as having purely leptonic

decay modes. The main muon decay modes that are examined are µ → eγ

being investigated by MEG [50]. Comet [64] and Mu2e [65] are investigating

µN → eN . While µ→ eee is what Mu3e will measure. These all have a muon

beam hit a target and measure the decay particles. The current limit of µ→ eee

was set by SINDRUM [66] so this will also be discussed here.

1.3.1 SINDRUM

Figure 1.6: Diagram of SINDRUM. The incoming muons (B)
are stopped on the target (T). The multiwire proportional cham-
bers (C) measure the momentum and the hodoscope (M) the

timing of the decay products [49].

The last search for µ→ eee was performed in 1988 by the SINDRUM experiment

at the Swiss Institute for Nuclear Research (now PSI). In this experiment no

events were found in the signal region. Thus they set a upper limit on the
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branching ratio of < 1×10−12 at a 90% confidence level [66]. The spectrometer

used in this experiment is shown in figure 1.6, the beam was stopped at a

rate of 5 × 106µ/s in a hollow double cone target. The resulting electrons

were detected by 5 concentric multi wire proportional chambers, 3 of which

are also equipped with cathode strips to find the z coordinate, and an array of

scintillation counters. All of these were housed in a magnetic field of 0.33 T.

SINDRUM was then upgraded to investigate neutrinoless µ− → e− conversion

in muonic atoms. For this they set a limit on the decay of < 7×10−13 at a 90%

confidence level.

1.3.2 MEG and MEG II

Figure 1.7: A schematic of the MEG detector showing a sim-
ulated event as well as labelling all the main elements of the

detector [50].

The most recent measurement of charged lepton flavour violation is by Mu to

E Gamma (MEG) by examining the decay µ→ eγ. This experiment ran from

2009-2013 at PSI.

A total of 7.5× 1014 muons where stopped in the experiment and no excess was

found thus setting a new upper limit on this decay of < 4.2 × 10−13 at a 90%

confidence level [50].

In the experiment the muons were stopped by a thin stopping target composed

of a single sheet of polyethylene at an angle of 70° to maximise stopping while

minimising multiple scattering and Bremsstrahlung. The resulting positrons

were detected by a drift chamber system consisting of 16 independent modules

covering the angles 191.25° to 378.75° [67]. The timing of the positrons was
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measured by the timing counters consisting of scintillating bars. The photons

were detected by a liquid Xenon calorimeter, designed to fully contain a 52.83

MeV photon shower. All but the liquid Xenon detector were in a superconduct-

ing magnet with a field of 1.27 T at the centre. The setup is shown in figure

1.7.

This detector has been upgraded to improve the sensitivity to 6 × 10−14, and

started collecting data in 2021 and still is a the time of writing. It will achieve

this sensitivity by an upgrade of the drift chamber to a cylindrical drift volume

and an improved timing detector using scintillating tiles. There is also a new

Radiative Decay counter designed to help suppress the background [68].

1.3.3 Mu2e and Comet

Figure 1.8: Diagram of the Mu2e detector with all the main
elements of the detector [69].

The Mu2e and Comet experiments investigate muon to electron conversion in

muonic atoms. This is when muons are trapped in the orbit around the target

material’s nuclei. If a muon undergoes a CLFV transition to an electron, the

energy of the emitted electron is equal to the muon mass minus the binding

energy and the energy of the recoiling nucleus. There are no standard model

decay electrons which have an energy this high.

The Mu2e experiment is located at Fermilab and plans to study the decays of

1018 muons on an aluminium target taken in a period of 3 years. It aims for a

sensitivity of 5×10−17 and to start running in 2024. It will use a pulsed proton

beam hitting a tungsten target to produce a beam of pions. These then decay

into muons and the transport solenoid will remove any excess pions, leaving

only muons. This transport solenoid also allows for the selection of momentum.

This is done by adjusting the magnetic field so only muons with the desired

momentum is able to travel around to the stopping target. The momentum of
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electrons, produced by the muon conversion or background processes, is mea-

sured using straw drift tubes. The straw tracker has a hole in the middle to

allow it to miss low momentum electrons, a source of background in this ex-

periment as they come from 3 body muon decays. It is then followed by a CsI

calorimeter, which is used for many purposes such as timing information and

particle identification. The data taking doesn’t start until 700 ns after the beam

pulse to reduce beam related backgrounds [65,69].

The COMET (Coherent Muon to Electron Transition) experiment will be per-

formed at J-Parc, also using a muon beam hitting an aluminium target. Phase

one of the experiment aims to have a sensitivity of 3×10−15. Beam commission-

ing will start in 2022, with the aim of physics measurements in 2023. The target

is located in a drift chamber to measure the momentum of the electrons [64].

There is also a phase 2 planned which will reach a sensitivity of 2.6× 10−17. It

will change the transport solenoid allowing for a better momentum selection of

the muons. After the target a detector solenoid will be placed, this will allow

low momentum electrons and beam related backgrounds to be removed. The

detector technology will be changed to straw tubes and an electron calorimeter.

Figure 1.9 shows a diagram of the detectors for phase 1 and 2. [70].

(a) (b)

Figure 1.9: Diagram of COMET phase 1 (A) and 2 (B) [71].
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Chapter 2

The Mu3e Experiment

The Mu3e experiment aims to observe the decay µ+ → e+e+e− if the branching

ratio is larger than 10−16 or to exclude higher branching ratios to a 90% confi-

dence level. This decay complements other CLFV experiments and searches and

will provide a good probe into new physics beyond the Standard Model. To be

able to achieve the sensitivity aim more than 1017 muons need to be stopped.

To take the data in a reasonable time frame of 3 years the muon beam rate

needs to be of order 109 Hz.

The current best source of low energy muons is the πE5 beam line at PSI, pro-

viding a rate of 1× 108 Hz. This will allow for a competitive limit of 2× 10−15

to be set and allow the collaboration to develop the technology solutions needed

achieve the overall aim. This will be known as phase-I, aiming to take data in

2024. A new high intensity beam line is currently under investigation at PSI to

provide the needed muon rate to achieve the aimed sensitivity, this is known as

phase-II aiming for 2029 . This chapter will describe the concept of detection

before describing the phase-I detector in detail, for more information see the

Mu3e Technical design report (TDR) [1].

2.1 The Signal and background of the mu3e experi-

ment

The decay µ+ → e+e+e− is characterised by 2 positrons and 1 electron coming

from a single vertex at the same point in time. The total energy of the 3 track

system will be equal to the muon mass [72]

Etot =
∑

Ei = mµ = 105.66 MeV (2.1)
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and the vector sum of the decay products momentum should vanish, this would

only hold if the muon was at rest.

|~ptot| =
∣∣∣∑ ~pi

∣∣∣ = 0 (2.2)

The individual energies of the decay products must be smaller than approx-

imately half the muon mass, as shown in figure 2.1. It also shows that the

detector must be able to detect energy across a wide range.

Figure 2.1: Distribution of the energy of only the electron
after a signal decay, this only shows the number of frames sim-
ulated and does not relate to the phase-I rate. This shows that
the detector needs to be able to detect particles over a wide

range.

Internal Conversion

The decay µ+ → e+e+e−νν, known as Internal Conversion, is the main back-

ground process that gives the closest signal topology. The branching ratio of

this decay is (3.4±0.4)×10−5 for pT of < 17 MeV/c [72]. The method of re-

duction for this background is to precisely measure the momentum of the decay

products, this is because the neutrinos would carry away some energy leading

to the total momentum of the 3 electrons being greater than zero and the sum

of the energies would not equal that of the muon mass. The visible mass of the

3 electrons from Internal Conversion is shown in figure 2.2(a). This shows that

it is possible to get events within the muon mass range, however the fraction

of events in this range is close to the sensitivity aim and a good mass resolu-

tion is therefore needed. The integrated contribution of Internal Conversion in

the signal region is shown in figure 2.2(b) as a function of the mass resolution.
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This shows that to reach the sensitivity goal of 10−16 at the 2σ level, a mass

resolution of 0.5 MeV/c2 is required [73] [74].

(a) (b)

Figure 2.2: (a) The branching fraction for Internal Conversion
events, integrated over the total energy as a function of the
visible muon mass for all electrons and for those in the detector
acceptance [1]. (b) The expected contamination in the signal
region with respect to the reconstructed mass resolution [1].

Combinatoric decays

The main decay channel of stopped muons is the Michel decay which has a

branching ratio of close to 1 [72]. Due to this decay not producing negatively

charged particles it can only contribute to the experiments background if the

particle is reconstructed with particles from a different decay. Such as Bhabha

scattering or Internal Conversion.

The Bhabha scattering can happen by a Michel positron scattering on a electron

inside the target, this produces an e+e− pair. Combining this pair with a Michel

decay positron can produce a fake signal, see figure 2.3(a). This background

has been studied in detail for the TDR [1] for which 2.5 × 1015 muon stops

were simulated resulting in 4 reconstructed events of in the mass range 103 -

110 MeV/c2 and none above 104 MeVc2 [1]. The second highest combinatoric

background is the combination of a e+e− pair from an Internal Conversion event

with a Michel positron see figure 2.3(b). This was determined internally prior

when the TDR work being completed by running a truth level simulation.

Another potential combinatoric background is from photon conversions inside

the target region or the inner pixel layers. The photons mainly come from

radiative muon decays with a branching ratio of (3.3±1.3)×10−3 for photons

with energy greater than 20 MeV [72]. Both of these combinatoric background
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sources have been studied in chapter 6 and 7 and the method of simulation is

also discussed.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.3: (a) Schematic of Michel and Bhabha combina-
tion, the blue and green lines indicate Michel decays while the
red is the Bhabba electron (b) Schematic of Michel and Internal
Conversion combination, the red lines indicate the Internal Con-
version particles and the blue is the Michel particles. Adapted

from [1].

2.2 Experimental Concept

The Mu3e detector is a high-resolution spectrometer designed for the measure-

ment of low energy electrons emitted from stopped muon decays. The whole

detector is placed inside a magnetic field of 1 T, allowing for the momentum of

the electrons to be calculated from the curvature of the particle tracks.

A schematic of the detector can be seen in figure 2.4 showing both a longitudinal

and transverse projection, these include the tracks of a signal decay. The muon

beam is stopped on a double cone shaped hollow target, which is surrounded by

2 High Voltage MAPS (HV-MAPS) pixel layers thinned to 50 µm. There are

2 more layers of HV-MAP pixel chips at a larger radii to increase the detector

acceptance and to measure the electron momenta. Precise timing is needed for

the reduction of accidental backgrounds. To achieve this, there are scintillating

fibres, constructed out of multi-clad plastic fibres, located just before the outer

pixel layers. The section of the solenoid that these are located is known as the

central station.
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Due to the presence of the magnetic field the tracks will form a helix around the

detector barrel and pass back into the central station or into 2 other detector

stations known as recurl stations, these are upstream and downstream of the

beam pipe. Both of these consist of 2 more pixel layers as well as scintillating

tiles to provide more timing information.

The coordinate system used in this thesis and in Mu3e is centred in the stopping

target with the z axis pointing in the beam direction, the y axis is pointing up

and the x axis is oriented to have a right-handed system. The polar angle is

donated by θ when measured from the z axis and λ when measured from the

x-y plane. The azimuthal angles are denoted by ϕ.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.4: Schematic for the Mu3e phase-I detector cut along
the beam axis. The tracks [1]
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2.2.1 Momentum resolution

Due to the low momentum of the decay electrons/positrons the main source of

resolution on the momentum measurement is from multiple Coulomb scattering.

If the thickness of the traversed material is small the scattering angle can be

described by a Gaussian with a mean of 0, where the standard deviation is given

by the Highland formula [75].

σMS =
13.6MeV

pβc
z

√
X

X0

(
1 + 0.038 ln

X

X0

)
∝ 1

p

√
X

X0
(2.3)

Here p is the momentum, βc is the velocity, z is the charge number of the

incident particle and x
X0

is the material thickness in radiation lengths. This

leads to a very tight material constraint on the detector design.

The momentum measurement of a track depends on the track angle Ω in the

magnetic field and the multiple scattering angle ΘMS . A schematic is shown in

figure 2.5. This is a example diagram with 3 detector planes, the first being the

double red lines where multiple scattering happens in the second red line, this

then changing the track angle for when it gets detected by the 3rd red line. 1

σp
p
∝ ΘMS

Ω
(2.4)

This shows that if we want the right-hand side to be the smallest, we need Ω

to be largest, this is when Ω = π. This can be achieved by having detectors at

a larger radius but with the same position in z, which would however limit the

acceptance for low momentum particles. Since all particles are below 53 MeV,

particles will follow a complete helix trajectory inside a strong enough magnet.

To benefit from this effect Mu3e has a limited number of tracking layers at

smaller radii inside a large radius magnetic field.
1This equation comes from σp

p
= 2σMS

Br
where r is the radius of the track.
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(b)

Figure 2.5: (a) Multiple scatting transverse to the magnetic
field (b) Multiple scattering for a semi-circular trajectory. These
both consist of 3 detector planes indicated by the red lines, the
second detector plane is where multiple scattering occurs [1].

2.3 Phase-I Detector

2.3.1 Muon Beam

Due to the Mu3e experiment looking for a extremely rare decay it requires a

muon beam with high intensity. To spread the muon decays evenly in time

the beam will also run continuously. This allows for a better suppression of

combination backgrounds as decay particles will be less likely to be reconstructed

at the same time.

The only facility in the world capable of delivering the muon rate needed to

achieve the sensitivity aim in a reasonable amount of time is the πE5 beam line

at PSI, which provides a rate of close to 108 muons/s. This beamline is shared

with the MEG II detector which is permanently located in the rear part of the

πE5 area. Due to space limitations a 3.2 m compact muon beam line (CMBL)

has been designed to fit into the front of the πE5 area, this is shown in figure

2.6.
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Figure 2.6: CAD model of the πE5 beam line along with the
CMBL. [1]

The beamline works by first firing a beam of 590 MeV protons at a graphite

target named target E, this generates pions inside the target. The pions at

the surface decay into muons that are 100% polarised with a momentum of

around 28 MeV [76]. Due to alternative pion decays as well as muons decaying

around TgE there is a large contamination of electrons and positrons in the

beam. A ±200 kV Wien filter (E × B field separator) is used to remove this

contamination. Tests performed in 2018 yielded 1.1×108µ+/s at 2.4 mA proton

current at the injection point of the Mu3e solenoid. The contamination of

positrons without a Wien filter was measured to be e+/µ+ = 10.4, with the

Wien filter on this was reduced by a factor of 15. Further upgrades to the

Wien filter have not yet been measured, however it is expected to reduce the

contamination by 3 orders of magnitude. This new Wien filter is already in the

beam line.

2.3.2 Magnet

The magnet for the Mu3e experiment needs to provide a homogeneous magnetic

field for precise momentum measurements as well as serving as a beam optical

element. The magnetic field strength for the experiment is 1 T parallel to the

beam line. The magnet will also act as a sealed volume for the Mu3e detector

while the outside of the magnet includes an iron return yoke to reduce stray

fields at a distance of 1 m down to 5 mT.
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2.3.3 Target

The stopping target is optimised to stop the muons with minimal losses, spread

the decay vertices out as far as possible and minimise material encountered by

the positrons and electrons from the muon decays. It is also advantageous to

use a low Z-material as this will suppress photon conversions and large angle

coulomb scattering.

The design of the target is shown in figure 2.7(a), it is a hollow double cone

constructed out of Mylar. This is the same target design that was used in SIN-

DRUM [49]. Other target designs were considered however for the given beam

parameters and geometric constraints none provided higher stopping fraction

with equal or less material. The total thickness of the target is 422 µm which

corresponds to a radiation length of 0.15%. A prototype has been constructed

and can be seen in figure 2.7(b).

100 mm

38
 m

m

19 mm

20.8°

 m Mylarμ 08Mylar mμ 07

(a) (b)

Figure 2.7: (a) Dimensions of the stopping target, the muon
beam will enter from the left (b) First prototype of the target. [1]

The target will be supported by a carbon tube glued to the downstream end

of the target. Due to the length of this tube, it has a rear end support and a joint

near the target to prevent vibrations down its length. From the downstream

side end the target can be adjusted in all 3 dimensions using adjustment screws

with a limited range to protect the inner pixel layers.

2.3.4 General Layout

The Mu3e detector is divided into 3 sections, a central station and 2 recurl

stations. The central station is where the beam collides with the target, the

resulting tracks first pass through 2 layers of silicon pixel detectors. These layers
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are key to the vertex location. The tracks will then pass-through scintillating

fibres for the timing information and through 2 more pixel layers. Due to the

magnetic field the particle tracks recurl back towards the beamline, and get

detected again, in either the central station or by 2-pixel layers in the recurl

stations before arriving at the scintillating tiles.

2.3.5 Timing detectors

To reduce combinatoric background processes a timing system has been devel-

oped allowing for the identification coincidental tracks. The system consists of

a scintillating fibre hodoscope around the central part of the detector, these

are constructed out of multiclad fibres from Kuraray, type SCSF-78MJ. There

are two scintillator tile detectors located at both recurl stations, these tiles are

constructed out of EJ-228 plastic scintillator.

Both subsystems employ silicon photo multipliers (SiPMs) for the readout of

the scintillation light as these are compact, insensitive to the magnetic field, fea-

ture high photon detection efficiency and provide the accurate timing response

needed. Both detectors use a custom frontend chip, MuTrig, which has been

designed to readout the timing detectors with the desired resolution while also

maintaining the high rate needed for Mu3e.

Fibre Detector

The purpose of the fibres is to measure the particles’ timing with a resolution

of 1 ns while minimising the amount of material in the path of the particles.

The fibre detector also needs to have a high granularity to cope with the rates

of the experiment.

A CAD drawing of the fibre system is shown in figure 2.8. The fibre modules

will consist of three layers of 250 µm diameter scintillating fibres, arranged just

inside the outer pixel layer at a radius of 6 cm from the central axis. This leads

to SiPM 3072 channels. The fibres are connected to multi-channel SiPM arrays

collecting the light from several fibres.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.8: (a) CAD diagram for the scintillating fibre de-
tector with each fibre ribbon shown (b) Prototype fibre ribbon
made from 3 layers of fibres with a preliminary holding struc-

ture [1].

Tile Detector

The aim of the tile detector is to measure the timing of the particles to a preci-

sion of 100 ps with an efficiency close to 100%. This is feasible as the tiles don’t

have the same material constraints as the rest of the detector.

Each recurl station will consist of 3360 tiles at a radius of 6.3 cm from the central

axis, organised into modules with 416 tiles each as shown in figure 2.9. Each tile

consists of a plastic scintillator cube glued to a SiPM soldered to a readout PCB.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.9: CAD drawing for a scintillating tile submodule
with (a) showing a transverse cut out and (b) showing the full

detector [1]
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Figure 2.10: The pixel tracker with the central and recurl
stations labelled, some tracker modules are removed to improve

visibility

2.3.6 Pixel detector

The pixel detector for the Mu3e experiment is designed to provide particle track

reconstruction for vertex reconstruction and momentum measurement. It is de-

signed to achieve the best possible momentum and vertex resolution required

to achieve the sensitivity of the experiment. To be able to achieve this there is

a strict material budget in the detector, as the dominating error in the exper-

iment is multiple scattering. For this reason, High Voltage Monolithic Active

Pixel Sensors (HV-MAPS) will be used and thinned to 50 µm, known as MuPix.

These chips are then mounted to a low mass flex circuit for powering and read-

out. Further details on the tracker and the chip can be found in chapter 4.

Tracker Layout

The tracker consists of 3 parts, the central station and 2 recurl stations, as

shown in figure 2.10. The detectors of the central station provide the main hits

for track and vertex reconstruction while the recurl stations improve momentum

resolution.

The central tracking station consists of 2 inner and 2 outer pixel layers. The

central station geometry is shown in figure 4.1 and the design parameters listed

in table 2.1. The recurl stations consist of only layer 3 and 4.
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Figure 2.11: Geometry of the central pixel station

layer 1 2 3 4

number of modules 2 2 6 7
number of ladders 8 10 24 28
number of MuPix sensors per ladder 6 6 17 18
instrumented length [mm] 124.7 124.7 351.9 372.6
minimum radius [mm] 23.3 29.8 73.9 86.3

Table 2.1: Pixel tracker geometry of the central barrel, taken
from [1].

Helium cooling

The pixel detector will be cooled by gaseous helium to minimise the material

in the active region. The maximum operating temperate of the HV-MAPS

pixel sensors is 70 ◦C and a total power consumption of the full pixel tracker is

4.55 kW. The Helium cooling system is designed to remove this heat.

This will be discussed further in chapter 4.1.

2.4 Reconstruction and Simulation

2.4.1 Data Acquisition

All sub detectors for the experiment will stream data continuously to the data

acquisition system without the need for a hardware trigger. A complete schematic

of the readout system is shown in figure 2.12 [77,78].
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Figure 2.12: Schematic of the Mu3e readout scheme [1].

Front End and Switching Boards

All sub detectors will provide zero-suppressed hit information to the front-end

boards, each hit provides a time stamp as well as the position which is known

from the input channel of the front end board. The pixel chips also provide

extra information of the address of the hit pixel.

The pixel detectors will provide continuous data even when there are no hits,

this includes status information and fixed data patterns for no hits. The fibres

work differently as it is expected that a particle will produce signal in several

fibres, these need to be clustered together, which is done on the front-end boards.

Four switching boards will be used, one for the central station pixels, one for

the fibres and 2 for the recurl stations. In these switching boards data from

the multiple front-end boards will be merged, time ordered and merged into

time slices, known as frames, allowing for the filter farm to access all detector

information for a given time slice.

Filter Farm

The filter farm will consist of 12 PCs, each of which is equipped with a FPGA

board to receive the information from the switching boards. Each of these

computers are daisy chained together so if the first one is busy event frames are

passed to the next one. The hits are then transformed to a global coordinate

system and some simple geometric selection criteria are performed to reduce
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the number of potential combinations. This data is then copied to the GPU

where fast track and vertex reconstruction is done. Time frames with a good

3 track vertex are then saved to disk for offline analysis. The reduction of this

fast reconstruction stage in data rate is from 80 Gbit/s to 100 MB/s and saved

to mass storage [77]. The estimated data storage needed is 1 PB.

2.4.2 Online Reconstruction

Due to the experiment readout being triggerless all the muon decays need to

be fully reconstructed online, this puts a high demand on the speed of the re-

construction algorithms. To this end a new fast track reconstruction algorithm

was developed for when track uncertainties are dominated by multiple scatter-

ing in the detector planes [79]. This was done as the standard track fitting

algorithms, such as Kalman filters [80], require a lot of computing power and

time to fit Mu3e tracks due to the high muon rate. Due to the low momentum

of the tracks in a magnetic field the particles do not form a straight line. This

increases the number of combinations possible for each particle.

The tracking algorithm used in Mu3e works by assuming that there is no energy

loss between planes and that the spatial uncertainties are negligible, it also as-

sumes that the errors from multiple scattering are small meaning that the track

should always be a helix. This is because MuPix has a spatial resolution of 25

µm, which is a great deal smaller than the multiple scattering uncertainties.

These assumptions mean that the trajectory in a magnetic field can be fully

described by knowing the 3 hit (minimum number of hits to define a trajectory)

positions and the curvature of the track. To describe this scenario better the

trajectory consists of 2 helices with a kink at the middle hit. This fit is then

described by the trajectory that minimises the χ2

χ2(r) = ϕ2
MS(r)/ sin2(θ) + Θ2

MS(r), (2.5)

where θ is the helix polar angle. This is non-linear and doesn’t have an analytic

solution but can be linearised around a known solution such that ϕMS and ΘMS

are linear functions of the curvature r.

For tracks with more than 3 hits the track is divided up into multiple triplets

and combined. The solution to minimise the track χ2, is the weighted average of
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the individual solutions. In the experiment the online reconstruction will make

tracks with 4 hits, which are known as short tracks throughout this thesis.

These tracks are used to reconstruct the vertex, this involves cycling over all

combinations of 2 positive and 1 negative charge tracks and using an iterative

linearised method to fit the vertex. For the offline reconstruction the short

tracks can be extended to form long tracks with either 6 or 8 hits. Long 8 hit

tracks are tracks that make one full turn in the central station. Long 6 hit tracks

are a 4 hit tracks and a pair of hits in the outer layers, this can be either in

the central or outer station. Due to the cancellation of the multiple scattering

errors, the momentum resolution for long tracks is much better than that for

short tracks, as shown in figure 2.13. The shape of the long tracks is due to

Coulomb scattering getting less dominate until the momentum of the particle

starts to take effect, this results in a minimum around 20 MeV/c. Fake tracks

for 6 hit tracks is around 5%, for 4 hit tracks around 1% and for 8 hit tracks

it can reach the same level as truth tracks. This high fake rate is due to the

particle making several turns in the magnetic field. The other fake tracks can

come from combinations of hits from different tracks while the rest from hits

from the same tracks but different turns in the detector. These can be reduced

by selecting the inclination angle. The noise rate of pixel is 0.1 Hz per frame,

this corresponds to one hit, thus is negligible.
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Figure 2.13: (a) Momentum resolution of short tracks (b)
Momentum resolution of long tracks as a function of total mo-
mentum. The momentum resolution is at a minimum when the

track recurls through exactly half a circle. [1]
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2.4.3 Simulation

The simulation is used to optimise the detector design, estimate background

levels and develop the reconstruction code. It is based on Geant4 [81–83] and

is described below.

Detector Geometry

The simulated detector geometry follows the planned geometry closely. The

simulated region extends 3 m in all directions from the target. A detailed

Geant4 CAD schematic is shown in figure 2.14.

Figure 2.14: Geant4 diagram of the simulated detector region
focusing on the centre region and cut open at x= −19.5 mm

The simulated beam starts 1 m in front of the target and is generated with

a beam profile based on beam measurements at the same point. It then passes

through a Mylar moderator followed by a lead collimator which removes larger

scattering angles before exiting the beam vacuum through a 35 µm Mylar win-

dow. The beam then collides with the target with its support structure also

simulated.

The pixel sensor is simulated in detail with the end pieces and support wheels.

The ladders themselves have the sensor support structure and the flex print

simulated. The fibres are simulated to include the shape, thickness, support

structure and staggering. The parameters of the fibre ribbons can be easily

changed with the base configuration being 12 ribbons in 3 layers. The tiles also

have a full simulation of the scintillating tiles, Silicon Photo-Multipliers, PCBs

hosting the Silicon Photo-Multipliers, the readout chips and support structure.
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Physics Processes

In the Mu3e experiment the muon decays are generated by first pseudorandomly,

to allow for generation with the same random seed in future, generating the

4 momenta of the decay products in the rest frame, these are distributed in

the phase space according to the simulation process. The generated particles

are then propagated through the detector and the response is simulated. It

also simulates interactions with matter such as energy lose due to ionisation,

bremsstrahlung etc.

The Michel decay simulation, with the polarisation of the muon in GEANT4,

is based on Scheck and Fischer [84, 85]. The radiative decay in Geant4 was

implemented by the TWIST collaboration based on Fronsdal [86]. In the Mu3e

simulation the differential branching fraction in energy and solid angle by Kuno

and Okada is used [87]. The Internal Conversion decays are simulated with the

general matrix element by Signer et al. [88].

The signal decays have been generated using 3 particle phase space distributions,

this is the same procedure as used by SINDRUM. The general matrix elements

by Kuno et al [88] have been implemented.

The simulation software also has the ability to generate multiple muon decays

at a single point or in a fixed length time frame, to allow for the study of

combinatoric backgrounds.
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2.5 Upgrades to the Mu3e detector

2.5.1 Phase-II of the Mu3e experiment

A new high intensity muon beam line is under development at PSI, which will

deliver a rate of >2×109 Hz muons on target [89]. To exploit this higher rate

the Mu3e detector would need to be upgraded. In the baseline design, two new

recurler stations would be constructed and placed upstream and downstream,

see figure 2.15. This allows for precision measurements of the momentum of

all tracks in the acceptance as well as the precise timing needed to reduce the

combinatoric backgrounds due to the high rate of muon decays. It will also

increase the acceptance of long tracks.

Due to the higher rate the beam can be collimated better, this allows for a small

and longer target leading to better vertex spread. We could also make use of the

timing resolution of improved HV-MAPS, thus reducing the material budget in

the active region as the fibre detector could be removed entirely.

With this added rate and the detector modifications the experiment can reach

its target sensitivity of B(µ→ eee) ≤ 10−16.

Target

Inner pixel layers

Outer pixel layers

Recurl pixel layers

Scintillator tiles

μ Beam

Thin timing detector

Figure 2.15: Potential design of phase-II of the Mu3e detector

2.5.2 The Mu3e-gamma experiment

Further uses of the Mu3e detector have also been considered, one potential

option is to search for the CLFV decay µ+ → e+γ. The positron can be detected

by the current Mu3e detector while the photon could be detected by electron-

positron pair production. To allow this to happen another detection station

needs to be constructed at a larger radius consisting of a photon converter, 2

layers of pixels and a timing detector, this can be seen in figure 2.16. It is also

foreseen to have a magnetic field of 2 T meaning no decay positrons can reach

the photon detection layers at higher radii [90].
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Figure 2.16: Diagram for the Mu3e-γ experiment in the trans-
verse plane with the muon beam going into the page.
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Chapter 3

MuPix Sensor and Testbeam

Due to the very strict material limit in the detector, conventional hybrid pixel

chips are not suitable for the Mu3e experiment. Only monolithic sensors can

fulfil this limit, these integrate the readout onto the sensor chip. For the Mu3e

detector High-Voltage Monolithic Active Pixel Sensors (HV-MAPS) have been

chosen with a custom chip, known as MuPix, being designed. A number of

prototypes have already been designed and tested with the first large scale chip

being MuPix8. The chips are tested in testbeam campaigns using a dedicated

MuPix telescope.

This chapter describes the basic principle of HV-MAPS before talking about the

performance of recent prototypes. It will then go on to describing the MuPix

telescope and results from the October 2019 testbeam at PSI. This testbeam

used 4 layers of MuPix chips, 3 reference planes consisting of 200 Ωcm MuPix8

and the DUT (Device Under Test) layer. The chips tested in this testbeam are

MuPix8 and 9. The MuPix8 scans performed were threshold scans while vary-

ing the supply voltages. The MuPix9 scans were threshold scans with varying

amplifier voltage.

3.1 MuPix and the MuPix Telescope

3.1.1 HV-MAPS

Traditional monolithic active pixel sensors (MAPS) include a full readout mech-

anism and collect charge by diffusion from a depleted layer of a few 10s of micron

thickness. This means that most of the substrate is inactive and can be thinned

away. The new ALICE tracker will use this technology in its inner tracker [91].
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Figure 3.1: Sketch of the HV-MAPS detector design [92].

One of the main issues with MAPS is the relatively low speed and time reso-

lution. This can be overcome by utilising commercial HV-CMOS processes to

create HV-MAPS. These chips collect ionisation charge by drift rather than by

diffusion allowing for a time resolution of a few ns. In the MuPix chips, the

amplification of the signal happens inside the pixel cell while the readout elec-

tronics are located at the chip periphery. The limited depth of the depletion

zone also allows for these chip to be thinned, to as little as 50 µm. The use of

HV-CMOS technology for particle detection was first proposed in Ref [92].

3.1.2 Prototypes

There have been a number of prototype HV-MAPS sensors (MuPix) developed

for Mu3e to develop all the necessary elements for the final detector chip. The

most recent iterations are discussed here.

MuPix8

MuPix8 was the first large scale prototype with a size of 10.8 × 19.5 mm2. It

includes all the main features that are required for the final detector chip and

consists of 128× 200 pixels, each with a size of 81× 80 µm2, read out by their

own digital cell in the periphery. The chips are divided into 3 sub matrices

(A,B,C) each with their own state machine. A state machine is what governs

the internal readout of the cell. The chip has been manufactured on 80 Ωcm

and 200 Ωcm resistivity substrates to increase the depletion zone with respect

to previous prototypes. The layout of MuPix8 can be seen in figure 3.2.

The analogue pixels of the chip consists of a deep n-well containing the elec-

tronics. This well is implemented in a p-substrate thus forming the sensor diode

while the logic inside the n-well is unaffected. The signal that is induced inside
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Figure 3.2: The layout of MuPix8. The different sub matrices
are shown and the number of rows and columns.

the pixel is amplified and then driven to the digital cell by a source follower for

matrix A and current mode transmission for matrices B and C.

The digital cell takes the analogue signal and digitises it. For matrices B and

C a receiver cell converts the current signal to a voltage one while matrix A

doesn’t need a receiver cell. It is then passed through a comparator converting

it to a logic signal which raises the hit flag and stores a timestamp if the signal

is above threshold. Timestamps and associated pixel addresses are read out

following a column parallel approach.

Various test beam campaigns and laboratory tests have been performed to char-

acterise the chip [93–95]. The chip was first commissioned in September 2017

and was fully functional. The efficiency of the 80 Ωcm substrate chip with a bias

of −60 V is shown in figure 3.3(A). This shows that the chip has a 20 mV wide

plateau where the efficiency is greater than 99.9%. Another aspect that can

be investigated with MuPix8 is the effect on efficiency with different depletion

zones. The 2 substrates that have been manufactured have been tested with the

same bias voltage of 50 V, this is to compare how the efficiency changes with

depletion depth. This is because the depletion depth, thus the efficiency, is de-

pendent on the bias voltage and the resistivity on the chip. Another useful test

is to vary the bias voltage while keeping the resistivity then same (200 Ωcm)

to confirm the drop off in efficiency as bias voltage decreases. Both of these
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observed behaviours is consistent with the theory that the depletion zone, thus

the efficiency, depends on the resistivity and bias voltage.

(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 3.3: MuPix8 efficiency plots (a) Efficiency plot with a
bias of −60 V using a 80 Ωcm resistivity chip thinned to 62 µm
(b) Comparing the efficiency of different substrate resistances
(c) Comparing different bias voltage for the same substrate. [1]

MuPix9

Figure 3.4: The layout of MuPix9 with different sections high-
lighted.
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The MuPix9 chip is a small prototype made on a substrate of 20 Ωcm resistivity

and a size 4.7 × 3.6 mm2. It hosts 48 columns, each with 20 pixels. The main

purpose of this chip was to test additional circuits for power regulation that are

needed for chip integration in a larger detector. The pixel matrix is a condensed

version of the MuPix8 matrix A with some small changes. The main change is

that it now has a NMOS amplifier while MuPix8 had PMOS. The readout cells

are modified to allow for serial powering. Another aspect changed is that the

power distribution for the digital and analogue cell are separated allowing for

each to be tested separately.

A testbeam campaign has been performed with this chip and is discussed in this

thesis.

MuPix10

The MuPix10 chip is intended to be the final prototype chip, it consists of 3 sub

matrices each with their own state machine. The sub matrices consist of 42,

43 and 43 double columns, respectively, leading to a total of 256 pixel columns

and 250 pixel rows with a pixel size of 80 × 80 µm2. A schematic layout of

MuPix10 is shown in figure 3.5. The main difference of note from MuPix8 is

that all the matrices are now the same. MuPix10 also includes power regulation

to allow for one input voltage from which all other voltages are generated. In

addition, modifications have been made to the routing of the analogue signals

from the pixels to reduce crosstalk. MuPix10 has been tested and results show

a reduction in cross talk and equal efficiency compared with MuPix8. It also

allows all the powering from a single 1.8 V supply voltage. MuPix11 is of a very

similar design with only some minor fixes and was submitted in January 2022.
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Figure 3.5: The schematic layout of MuPix10 with labelling
and locations of properties.

3.1.3 The MuPix Telescope

The MuPix telescope is a set up used to test MuPix chips in test beams, it is a

custom-made set-up using 4 planes connected to a FPGA inside the DAQ com-

puter, its design allows for multiple telescopes to be placed in a single line. [96].

The MuPix telescope readout can stream data without any hardware trigger

while using a scintillating detector at each end to get a time reference. The

coordinate systems used within the MuPix telescope can be seen in figure 3.6.

The beam direction is along the z axis and the x goes along the columns. The

πM1 beam line at PSI consists of pion, electrons and muons with a total beam

energy of 270 MeV.

For the use of tracking algorithms with respect to the MuPix telescope some

simplifications can be used. The tracks do not pass through a magnetic field.

The energy loss per layer is low, and therefore not considered. All possible

tracks are considered and fitted. If there are multiple hits in one of the layers

then the track with the lowest χ2 is taken.
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Figure 3.6: Sketch of the coordinate system for the MuPix
telescope, the particle beam is shown in red. The global coordi-
nate system (x,y,z) is defined by layer 0 and the local cordiante

system (c,r) is shown for other layers [97].

Track Reconstruction

The tracking model used for the MuPix telescope is a straight line fit.

The straight line fit doesn’t take into account multiple Coulomb scattering and

is thus simply described by

f(z) = a + s · z (3.1)

The full track reconstruction has not been used due to simplifications, such as no

magnetic field, can be done thus speeding up the track reconstruction. Where z

is the z position in the global coordinate system, a is the initial (x,y) position in

the global coordinate system at z = 0 and s is a two dimensional slope. The un-

certainties on the measurement of x and y are typically (pixel size)/
√

12. This is

for single hits only; the error would be reduced for particles that fire more than

one pixel. The main advantage of this method is that it is non iterative and

thus can be implemented fast. However, the resulting precision of the recon-

structed trajectory is less than tracking models that take into account multiple

scattering, such as the general broken line fit.

Device under Test Studies

The device under test (DUT) is the chip plane under examination and is used

to characterise chip prototypes, this is only one chip in the MuPix telescope and

is normally the second chip in the line. A track is based on hits in the other
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layers of the telescope and an extrapolated position in the DUT is matched

to recorded hits by defining a matching radius. The matching radius draws a

circle with the radius around the track which passes through the DUT, if there

is a hit inside this radius it is matched to the track. If there are multiple hits

non is matched. Any rotations of the DUT are corrected for by minimising the

residual distributions and if there are multiple hits within the matching radius

the closest one is taken.

Efficiency

The efficiency of the sensor is estimated by taking the total number of matched

tracks, which are tracks that have been linked to a hit in the DUT (k), over the

total number of tracks that pass through the DUT (N).

ε =
k

N
(3.2)

The uncertainty on these measurements can be taken as a positive outcome of

a Bernoulli trail leading to the posterior

P (ε|k,N) ∝ εk(1− ε)N−k (3.3)

This is due the prior being set to 1. This leads to the uncertainty of the efficiency

to be ∆x fulfilling a confidence interval of 1σ.

∫ x+∆x
x εk(1− ε)N−kdε∫ 1

0 ε
k(1− ε)N−kdε

= C.L. (3.4)

This calculated efficiency can be influenced by noise, for instance if the noise

rate is high it can lead to higher efficiencies. This potential influence on the

measured efficiency can be defined as

εm = εk + (1− εk)εn (3.5)

εn is where the probability to match a noise hit

εn =
πr2

cut

Ap
nptwindow (3.6)
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np is the average noise rate per pixel, Ap the area of a pixel, rcut is the maximum

matching radius and twindow is the time window to search for matching hits [97].

Noise

It is not unusual for hits in the DUT not to be assigned to a track, this is known

as noise, and it is needed to be accounted for when examining the efficiency of

the chip. These hits come from 2 possible sources, beam related backgrounds

and sensor noise. The beam related backgrounds come from particles that are

not reconstructed as tracks due to misalignment or inefficiencies or scattering

at large angles in the reference layers. Sensor noise can originate from leakage

currents in the sensing diode or noise in the circuity. To measure the average

pixel noise, we define

np =
nhitsnm
Np∆t

(3.7)

This uses the number of non-matched hits nhitsnm , the number of pixels Np and

the runtime. This is an overestimate of the noise because clustering, geometrical

acceptance and tracking inefficiencies are ignored.

The first effect is clustering and cross talk, these are treated together as they

both cause more than one pixel to fire when a particle traverses the chip. To deal

with these effects, clustering algorithms are used. All hits that share an edge

(of the pixel) or corner (of the pixel) are grouped together, to make a cluster.

This cluster is then treated as one single detection point and individual hits in

the cluster are discounted from the noise. To include this effect the variable

nhitsnm needs to be replaced with nclusterROI
The second effect is the geometrical acceptance this is when particles scatter

from outside the reference systems into the DUT layer. This effect is larger

when the reference chips are the same size as the DUT layer. This can be

alleviated by defining a region of interest so that the most affected edge regions

of the DUT are removed.

If two particles travel close together in space and time but not share a pixel edge,

they create a hit if in different columns, however if they fire a hit in the same

column the one with the lowest address is saved. The final effect is inefficiencies

in the reference planes, this leads to some particles not being matched to hits
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Figure 3.7: Picture of the set up from a testbeam campaign
in October 2019 at PSI.

in the reference planes and the number of missed tracks can be defined as,

Nmissed =
N

εt
−N (3.8)

where N is the total number of reconstructed tracks and εt is the tracking

efficiency. This leads to a more precise noise calculation of the form [97]

npROI =
nclusterROI −Nmissed

NpROI∆t
(3.9)

MuPix Telescope hardware

The MuPix telescope requires several hardware components. The MuPix chips

are mounted onto an insert and are then mounted to a motherboard. This moth-

erboard has a cut out to not interfere with the particle tracks. The motherboard

is secured to a metal frame on a precision x and y stage. The motherboard has

all the electrical connections for the chip and is connected to the computer using

a StratixIV FPGA development board [98]. An image can be seen in figure 3.7.

3.2 MuPix8 Studies

3.2.1 Alignment

The MuPix telescope is aligned in 2 ways, the first is a mechanical alignment

up to a precision in the order of 150 µm by using micrometer screws. There is
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then a software-based alignment to correct it further as well as accounting for

rotation around the beam axis, this is done by minimising the χ2 of tracks. For

MuPix8 the residuals in x and y in the DUT layer are shown in figure 3.8. The

DUT layer is not included in the tracking. To confirm if rotations are correctly

removed the mean residuals in x and y are studied as a function of the row or

column number and a profile is plotted. This will show any rotations around

the z axis as well as the uniformity of residuals across the whole chip. These

are shown in figure 3.9. The flat profile at the centre of the chip shows that the

rotations are accounted for, and the residuals follow the same trend throughout

the chip. The edge effect of these is due to scattering from outside the telescope.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.8: Residual plots for MuPix8 DUT layer for both x
(a) and y (b). The distribution has been fitted with a Gaussian
and the mean and standard deviation is shown on the plot.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.9: Profiles of the residuals and position for the
MuPix8 sensor. The flat centre is expected as it indicates there
is no rotation of the chip, the fluctuations are also expected due

to the mixed beam.

3.2.2 Crosstalk and clustering

Charge sharing can produce clusters in MuPix8. Crosstalk can also produce

clusters, as well as hits elsewhere in the chip. Charge sharing is most likely to

generate clusters up to size 4 due to a particle depositing energy at the intersec-

tion of 4 pixels. Crosstalk happens in MuPix8 due to the signal routing. This

is because the signal lines that transmit information from the analog pixel to

the digital periphery are analog voltage signals. Due to the space between lines

being limited neighbouring lines experience capacitive coupling. Crosstalk will

only happen in the columns and never in the rows as the parallel signal lines

travel along the columns.

During the testbeam there is no easy way to distinguish between crosstalk and

real clusters from a traversing particle on an event-by-event basis. To study

crosstalk, we need to study asymmetries between the cluster size along rows
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and columns, if the cluster extends more than 2 along any row or column it is

unlikely to be produced by a single particle. An exception to this are δ-electrons

from rare hard scatters.

Figure 3.10: Number of clusters by different cluster sizes for
both horizontal (x-axis) and vertical (y-axis). The high vertical

3 clusters are due to the effect of crosstalk.

Figure 3.10 shows the cluster size along columns and rows. This shows

that there is a enhancement of 3-hit clusters along the columns. The cluster

positions can also be plotted and are shown in figure 3.11. This shows that

single-hit clusters are distributed homogeneously in the chip while 2-hit and

3-hit cluster sizes are located more towards the higher rows. The 3-hit cluster

sizes are what we are interested in for crosstalk understanding. This means that

if we examine the location of these, we can start to understand how long the

connection length of the lines need to be for cross talk to accrue. The higher

number of 3 clusters sizes are indicated in figure 3.11(d) by the lighter green

colour.

To see if crosstalk is expected to be observable in the smaller MuPix9 chip, we

need to examine at which point triple clusters start, we can see from inspection

that very few triple clusters appear below row 60. As MuPix9 has only 20 rows

of pixels it is unlikely to show crosstalk as the lines do not run parallel for long

enough for a large capacitive coupling to occur.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3.11: Cluster position on the detector chip for clusters
all clusters (a) and cluster size of 1 (b), 2 (c) and 3 (d).

3.2.3 Efficiency and Noise

Efficiency and noise are the most important aspects of the chip performance.

An efficiency map and a noise map are plotted in figure 3.12, this shows that

most of the chip has nearly 100% efficiency apart from the edges. The change

in efficiency with respect to threshold voltage is shown in figure 3.13. Crosstalk

is accounted for in this calculation. A reduction at the edge is expected due to

the matching radius going outside the sensitive region on the chip. The noise

rate, as defined earlier in this chapter, at the centre of the chip is approximately

5 Hz, the noise increases nearer to the edge in the upstream telescope layers.

The white pixels have been masked due to unusually high noise rate. The edge

effects on this is due particle scattering in from other places in the reference

layer, the way this is accounted for in the efficiency calculations for figure 3.13

is to select a region of interest to remove these edge pixels.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.12: Efficiency map (a) and noise map (b) for the
MuPix8 chip with a threshold of 10 mV and a bias voltage of

−60 V.

Figure 3.13: Efficiency of the MuPix8 chip with various
thresholds and for 2 different external powering voltages of the

amplifier (VSSA).

3.3 MuPix9 Studies

Due to the MuPix9 being small it is mounted on a PCB, with no cut-out, in the

telescope and put into layer 1 of the telescope. Only a small number of tracks

will actually pass through the DUT sensitive area. This must be accounted for

when doing the efficiency calculation, a track map with the outline of the DUT

is shown in figure 3.14.
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Figure 3.14: Track map, projected onto the DUT plane, for
the MuPix9 runs with the DUT size marked in red. Only one

matrix (A) in the MuPix8 is in use during these studies.

3.3.1 Alignment

Just as for the MuPix8 layers there is a mechanical alignment up to a precision

of 150 µm. This is then followed by a software-based alignment which corrects

for rotation around the beam axis and any remaining mis-alignment in x and y.

After these alignment steps the residual distributions shown in figure 3.15. The

distribution has a much larger RMS than that for MuPix8, the distribution is

due to rounding in the calculation putting them more in one bin than the other.

To understand why this difference exists we will examine variables that are im-

puted in the alignment procedure. The 2 variables inputted are the matching

radius and the χ2 of the track calculated from the track parameters and errors

on hits. The χ2 does not include the DUT. The distributions for these are shown

in figure ??, this shows that a suitable criterion for the matching radius is 450

µm to select a majority of tracks. This value is chosen to not cover a significant

portion of the chip, this is also the same value used for MuPix8.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.15: Residual plots for MuPix9 DUT layer for both x
(a) and y (b) as well as residual plot for the 1st MuPix8 reference
layer (c,d). Both of these have fitted with a Gaussian and the

mean and standard deviation is shown on the plot.

We can check if there are rotations around the z axis by plotting the col-

umn (row) against the residuals of both the columns and rows and there profile

taken. However it was noted that there was a rotation of the chip on the PCB.

Adding a rotation of 17◦ around the y axis resulted in a flat centre indicating

the rotation is account for, this should have been visible on the PCB however

they chips had already been removed for the PCB. The corrected distributions

are shown in figure 3.17.

The χ2 criterion chosen is 20 as it will give enough data for analysis and se-

lects tracks that are less affected by multiple scattering. The MuPix9 chip is

mounted directly on a PCB without a cut-out where the sensitive area of the

chip is and the sensor itself is not thinned. This leads to much larger scattering

compared to MuPix8. To confirm that there are no other tracking problems

that have been masked by this source of scattering we can look at the residual

for the reference layers, as shown in figure 3.15(C)(D). The layer shown is layer
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0, thus it is before any of the scattering of the MuPix9 chip.

Other track finding methods have been considered to try and improve the res-

olution of MuPix9. The method that was most suitable for the use case is a

general broken line fit, this is a line fit that considers multiple scattering. This

is however challenging with only three reference layers. This method was imple-

mented, and the alignment was redone. The reference layer for the alignment in

this case was the DUT. This is because the DUT is likely to have the largest kink

in track, so the others are aligned around that. This however struggles to fit

data due to the large scattering in MuPix9 PCB. To try and improve it the only

scattering that the fit should consider is in the DUT layer, this however is still a

worse result than the straight line fit by a factor of 4. This could be because the

DUT layer scattering is so large that too many tracks can be considered, thus

leading to a worse resolution due to the inclusion of higher scattering tracks.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.16: Profiles of the residuals and position for the
MuPix9 sensor.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.17: Profiles of the residuals and position for the
MuPix9 sensor. These include a manual rotation of 17◦.

3.3.2 Efficiency and Noise

For the MuPix9 chip the efficiency map as well as a noise map for a bias voltage

of −40 V and a threshold of 80 mV is shown in figure 3.18. This shows that the

measured efficiency in the centre of the chip is around 90% with the efficiency

lowering toward the pixel edge due to scattering effects and matching efficiency.

If we consider that MuPix9 is made on a 20 Ωcm substrate the depletion zone

is smaller than the MuPix8 chip, a lower efficiency is expected. See also figure

3.3(D). Due to the increased scattering the track matching is also less efficient

(figure ??).

The noise of this chip is fairly uniform across the whole chip apart from 2 hot

pixels with most being around 100 Hz, the map is shown in figure 3.18. The

high noise 100 Hz compared to MuPix8 (2 Hz) is very odd as the threshold is

set a factor of 8 higher (80 mV vs 10 mV). Due to the higher noise than MuPix8
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a PMOS amplifier is preferred.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.18: Efficiency map (A) and noise map (B) for the
MuPix9 chip with a bias voltage of −40 V and and a threshold

voltage of 80 mV.
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Chapter 4

The Pixel Tracker and Outer

layer construction

The Mu3e detector will be the first to use the new ultra thin HV-CMOS chips

in a particle physics experiment in order to make a high-rate capable detector

with a very tight material budget constraint. The pixel tracker is described

in detail in this chapter. It will then move onto discussing the development,

construction and testing of the Mu3e outer pixel layer modules at the Liverpool

Semiconductor Detector Center (LSDC).

4.1 The Pixel Tracker

The pixel tracker modules all have a very similar design consisting of 4 or 5

ladders glued to a polyethermide (PEI) endpiece on each side. For the 2 inner

layers each module is a half cylinder shape with 4 or 5 ladders, each with 6

MuPix chips. For the outer layers each 4 ladder module is either 1/6th (layer

3) or 1/7th (layer 4) of the full cylinder having, with each module having 68 or

72 MuPix chips.

0
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100 200–100–200

Layer 1

Layer 2

Layer 3
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Half-shells
4 or 5 ladders

Modules
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Figure 4.1: Geometry of the central pixel station
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MuPix sensor 50 µm

HDI ~100 µm

4 m
m MuPix

periphery
polyimide
25 µm

SpTA-bonds

60°

Figure 4.2: Cross section of the pixel ladders for layer 3 and 4
modules. This shows and labels each key element of the ladder.

Layer 1-2 Layer 3-4
thickness [µm] X/X0 thickness [µm] X/X0

MuPix Si 45 0.48× 10−3 45 0.48× 10−3

MuPix Al 5 0.06× 10−3 5 0.06× 10−3

HDI polyimide & glue 45 0.18× 10−3 45 0.18× 10−3

HDI Al 28 0.31× 10−3 28 0.31× 10−3

polyimide support 25 0.09× 10−3 ≈ 30 0.10× 10−3

adhesives 10 0.03× 10−3 10 0.03× 10−3

total 158 1.15× 10−3 163 1.16× 10−3

Table 4.1: Material radiation length of a MuPix ladder [1].

Pixel tracker ladders

The pixel ladders form the smallest mechanical unit of the pixel tracker, they

integrate 6, 17 or 18 MuPix chips onto a 100 µm thick High Density Interconnect

(HDI) circuit. For the inner layers there are small flaps connecting the layers

together. This is to prevent helium flow between ladders causing mechanical

vibrations. Due to the outer layers being substantially longer, there are two

polyimide strips folded to a v-shape, glued to each ladder to add rigidity, as

shown in figure 4.2. The ladders have been optimised to achieve a low material

budget which is detailed in table 4.1.

Each ladder is electrically divided in half with the MuPix sensors being read

out from either end, the chips are powered and read out through the HDI [99],

to which the chips are glued. The main requirement for these is to be very

thin and not to have any high Z material, this is achieved using multi layer

aluminium/polyimide circuits. SpTAB-bonding is used to connect the different

aluminium traces to the chips and to create vias.
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Figure 4.3: CAD diagram of the inner pixel tracker. The he-
lium inlets and outlets are shown and other important elements

labelled.

Inner layer modules

Layers 1 and 2 consist of half shell modules mounted onto support-rings as

shown in figure 4.3. Each module consists of 4 (layer 1) or 5 (layer 2) pixel

ladders and the connection to the outside is made via a custom interposer flex

that is SpTAB-bonded to the HDI. This is done just outside the active detector

region.

The inner layers are constructed at the Physikalisches Institut, Universität Hei-

delberg using a manual procedure. The chips are glued to the HDI under a

microscope using fiducial marks. The ladders are assembled in to a module

using a custom made tool.

Outer layer modules

The outer pixel layers consist of 13 modules in total each with 4 ladders. These

will be read out the same way as the inner layers. A schematic view of a layer

4 module is shown in figure 4.4.

The outer pixel ladders are constructed in the University of Oxford’s Physics

Microstructure Detector (OPMD) Laboratory. The MuPix chips are placed

and glued to the HDI using a robotic pick and place machine along with custom

tooling achieving a precision of 5 µm. These ladders are then SpTAB-bonded

before the v-folds are glued to the chips. This is done by a liquid dispensing
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Figure 4.4: Exploded view of a layer 4 module. The blue
arrows show construction ordering steps.

robot to form a glue layer of 5 µm. Ladders are shipped to the University of

Liverpool LSDC where the modules will be assembled and tested. A detailed

description of the latter procedures is given in this thesis.

Global mechanics

The pixel tracker outer layers are mounted on 2 end-rings to form the full

cylinder. The end-rings are mounted on the beam pipe. They are made out

of PEI and will provide the helium flow ducts. A diagram for the outer layer

end-ring is shown in figure 4.5. The end-rings have dowel pins for each module

to guide these during mounting, as well as screw holes for the modules to be

secured. The outer pixel layer end-rings are spring mounted at one end to

accommodate the thermal expansion of modules. The mounting procedures for

the outer layers to the end-ring are devised by the University of Liverpool Mu3e

group.

Detector cooling system

The cooling system will use Helium gas, cooled to 0°C, to keep the pixel chips

operating under the required conditions. Helium was chosen to not add a lot

of material in the active detector region. The estimated power consumption

of each MuPix chips is 250 mW/cm2 while the maximum planned for is 400

mW/cm2. A schematic diagram of the Helium flow in Mu3e is shown in figure

4.6.

There are 3 different helium flows used in the design each with different flow

speeds which are detailed in table 4.2. The different flows in the detector are
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Figure 4.5: Diagram of the outer pixel modules mounted on
the end-ring.

Location Velocity
m s−1

Gap L1-L2 10
Gap SciFi-L3 10
Gap Tile-L3 10
Gap L3-L4 10
Global flow 0.5

Table 4.2: Helium gas velocities in the pixel detector gaps,
channels, and global flow [1].

shown in figure 4.6. There are global flows between layer 3 and 4 as well as

between 1 and 2. There is also a global flow between the fibres and layer 3 [99].
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Figure 4.6: Helium cooling schematic for the pixel detector
with the flow volumes and directions shown. This is a slice of

the central detector station along x=0 [1].

4.2 Thermo-mechanical mockup construction

The thermo-mechanical mockup modules are the first type of modules that have

been produced. The purpose of these modules is to develop the construction

procedures and allow for testing of the cooling system. The ladders for these

modules consists of a layer of kapton with a thin layer of aluminium on top,

aluminium is then etched away using a laser cutter to form 2 resistance traces

which, when powered, can produce similar heat as a ladder with chips. Flowing

Helium through the v-folds was originally foreseen as necessary for the overall

cooling, however it later transpired that this was not necessary and not feasible

economically. Helium flow in the v-folds only accounts for 17% of cooling and

the power consumption is less than the specification. The thermo-mechanical

modules were produced when v-fold flow was still intended to be used.

When constructing the thermo-mechanical mockup modules the first step was

sealing the endpiece to allow Helium to flow through the v-folds. This meant

that a groove cut for machining purposes needed to be sealed, this is done with

a 25 µm PEI plate. The method devised to glue this plate securely involved

applying a layer of araldite to the whole of one side while the plate is on a piece

of tape. The tape allowed for the end plate to be handled without affecting
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the glue. The obtained glue seal was tested to withstand the required 100 mbar

over-pressure. This was tested by constructing a mock up of the seal with access

to flow air from behind. It was then flowed up to 6000 mbar when the test was

stopped.

Figure 4.7: Construction stand for the thermo-mechanical lad-
ders.

The ladders for module construction are sent from Oxford to Liverpool in

purpose-built support frames. The first task when they are received is to do a

visual inspection of the ladder and the v-folds. This is to check if there are any

visible defects. Defects can arise from transport or problems during manufac-

ture. For the first delivered ladders it was noticed that some of the resistance

traces where not etched away correctly so cannot be used electrically. Another

problem found was that the support frame clamping mechanism cut into the

ladder compromising the traces, this was fixed in a later design. The final check

before metrology is performed for the thermo-mechanical ladders is to take re-

sistance measurements of the inner and outer traces to confirm that the heater

circuit performs as expected. Metrology is then performed on each ladder. This

is detailed in section 4.3.1.

For module assembly, endpieces are secured to the construction stand with

screws. A picture of the construction stand is shown in figure 4.7. It con-

sists of a few key parts, the endpiece mounts are located on 2 optical boards

allowing for fine adjustment with a micrometer screw. There is an arch above

each on the endpieces allowing for gluing weights to be held at the correct angles

for each of the ladders. The final part is the vacuum chuck for the ladders to
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be positioned with minimal physical handling due to its mounting on a x,y,z,θ

stage.

The endpieces are set at a fixed distance by using a precision-made metal bar

with a calibrated length of 360000 ± 5 µm. The ladder is then placed onto

the vacuum chuck and epoxy (Araldite 2011) is applied to the endpieces for the

ladder to be secured. Each ladder is mounted individually as the ladders overlap

each other.

This method was used to construct the first prototype module, however various

issues where found. It was found that the x,y,z stage for the vacuum chuck

was difficult to manipulate with sufficient precision and was thus not adequate

for placing the ladders. This also meant that once the ladder was rotated into

position, it did not fit well.

This led to the vacuum chuck being removed to make a series of thermo-

mechanical modules using a more manual procedure, allowing for other quality

tests, while a new construction stand is designed and manufactured.

Another change was to place glue on the endpiece where the heater circuit is

folded over the endpiece, this can be seen in figure 4.8. This allows for the

ladder to be secured in 2 locations and allows for better alignment the multipin

interposer. This may mean that the v-folds don’t sit entirely in their natural

position, as we are not aligning to these any longer, however there is more tol-

erance in the v-folds than in the interposer position.

Figure 4.8: Location of glue for securing the ladder to the
endpiece. A weight is applied to each gluing location to ensure

good contact.
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4.2.1 Sealing the v-fold

Figure 4.9: Sealing of the v-folds with a hypodermic needle
and a vacuum pump. This allows for fine control of location

and quantity.

After the ladders have been glued onto the endpieces the v-fold must be secured

to the endpiece, this is to prevent leakage of the Helium into the global volume

leading to less efficient flow.

To achieve this an optical glue was used initially called Epotek 301-2, dyed green

for better visual inspection as its stock colour is clear. This glue was chosen due

to its low viscosity allowing for the capillary effect to be used, thus allowing the

v-folds to be sealed along the length of their contact to the endpiece. The glue

was applied by placing the module in a vertical position and using a hypodermic

needle to apply the glue.

It was found that the glue penetrated well beyond the v-fold walls and flowed

into the helium channels inside the endpiece thus blocking these. Different

methods where trailed to prevent this from happening. The first was to apply

the glue from below. However, in this gravity is greater than the capillary force

and the glue ran down the ladders. The other method was to use a vacuum

pump to improve control on the amount of glue deposited. However, the prob-

lem persisted.
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This led to other glues being tried. The first method tried was using SYL-

GARD™ 186, however due to this being a silicone-based glue it is more of a

sealant and due to concerns about the long-term performance a solid setting

glue was preferred.

The next glue that was tried was Loctite EA 9396, this is an already dyed glue

and has a high viscosity. Due to this high viscosity value the glue does not

penetrate far from where it is applied. To improve sealing Araldite 2011 was

also applied to the endpiece where the v-folds sit. This improved the seal along

the contact between v-fold and endpiece. It was found that this process worked

well and is repeatable, it is shown in figure 4.9. All glues used have been tested

for radiation tolerance by other experiments and are also used by them, eg.

ATLAS [100].

4.2.2 Clamping tests

Due to the change in the cooling of the pixel tracker, no longer using Helium

flow in the v-channels, a new option for construction became available to us.

This is to clamp the ladders to the endpiece rather than by using glue, this has

the benefit of allowing ladders to be replaced in case of failure of chips. Tests

were done to establish the potential loss in rigidity of the module or ladders.

The first test done was to construct a module without sealing the v-folds allow-

ing for comparisons to be made, both modules where then placed on a wire bond

pull tester. The hook of the tester was hooked over the edge of a ladder and the

machine pulled until the hook slipped. This allows us to spot differences in the

torsional stiffness of these ultra-low mass ladders. For the module with sealed

v-folds the results are 5.04 ± 0.13 g and 1.61 ± 0.10 g for 2 ladders at different

positions on a module, and thus at different angles with respect to the hook.

While for the module without v-folds the results are 4.86 ± 0.21 g and 1.62 ±

0.04 g. All variations are small and within errors.

A further method to check the stiffness was to mount a module onto a vibrating

table, vibrating at a frequency of ∼5 Hz. The movement of the module was

measured with a capacitance distance sensor with a reading rate of ∼3000 Hz.

This test was also done for both modules and a snapshot of the observed move-

ment is shown in figure 4.10. The amplitude of the ladder with sealed v-folds

vibration is 77.8 µm while that for the ladder without sealed v-folds is 85.5 µm
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and the vibration and frequency are comparable.

It was concluded that the sealing of the v-folds does not contribute substantially

to the module rigidity.

(a) Sealed V-folds (b) Non sealed V-folds

Figure 4.10: The vibration produced on the vibrating table
with (a) a module with sealed v-folds and (b) a module without
sealed v-folds. The slight step seen around 40 µm deflection is

a feature of the vibrating table.

4.3 Quality assurance tests

4.3.1 Metrology

Before the ladders are used in the construction of the module’s metrology tests

are performed. Because of the strict tolerances in the detector, we need to know

the length of each ladder to within 100 µm as well as the position of the v-folds

to 100 µm. On the final production modules chip positions are also foreseen to

be recorded.

Ladders

Metrology is performed on an Optical Gaging Products Smart Scope. A number

of positions on each ladder are recorded by manually selecting, as detailed in

figure 4.11. These are chosen to constrain all critical dimensions of the heater

ladders ranging from the length of the v-folds and the ladder to the position of

the v-folds on the ladder. Each ladder is measured, and data are recorded to

file for later analysis and record keeping.
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Figure 4.11: Diagram showing the points taken during mete-
orology for a thermo-mechanical ladder, only one half is shown.

The other side is a mirror image.

The main area of interest is the length of the ladder and the properties of the

v-fold. These are important as the length of the modules is tightly constricted

due to the mounting of multiple modules to a single set of end-rings. The v-folds

need to sit inside dedicated slots in the endpiece. If the channels are distorted

the Helium will not flow correctly and the ladder may become distorted.

For the thermo-mechanical ladders, a spacer element is glued to the ends of

each ladder. This is a 25 µm piece of kapton to add space due to the missing

interposer flex used to read and power the chips. As this locates the ladder to

the endpiece, it defines the length of the ladder. The nominal length of layer 4

ladders is 390 mm. Figure 4.12 show the measured length of all manufactured

flex heater ladders for layer 4. As can be seen the ladders tend to be longer

than the nominal length however the distribution narrowed as more ladders were

made converging on a more repeatable length. Deviations can be absorbed in

the mounting of the thermo-mechanical modules, since where the ladder meets

the endpiece there can be a small overshoot of the flex circuit before it bends

down by 90◦ to connect to the interposer.

The length of the v-folds has also been examined. The metrology results for all

layer 4 flex heater ladders is shown in figure 4.13. The nominal length shown

is from the original design. However, this allowed only a 100 µm tolerance for
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the assembly, which was deemed too small. Thus, the length of the v-folds was

reduced to allow for a better fit.
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Figure 4.12: The distance between the ladder spacers over
time, the black lines show the nominal length.

Figure 4.13: The length of the v-fold glued to the underside
of the layer 4 ladder. The black lines at 363.6 mm show the
initial nominal length, while the line at 363.3 mm shows the
new nominal length. It was reduced to allow more tolerance

when mounted inside the endpiece.

Modules

After assembly, metrology is done on all modules, this allows to verify the

relative positions of the ladders and the length of the modules. The length

of the module is important as there is only a small tolerance on the length

difference between modules in the same layer. Due to the end-ring design, the

length difference between layer 3 and 4 is also fixed. The data are shown in table

4.3, this shows that as more modules were produced the difference between these
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Module Number Length (mm) ∆ L %RH
1 379.90 0.10 47.2
2 380.28 0.10 47.1
3 379.97 0.10 47.3
4 380.36 0.10 47.2
5 380.46 0.10 47.4
6 379.59 0.10 47.4
7 379.51 0.10 47.1

Table 4.3: Metrology data for the L4 thermo-mechanical mod-
ules. The relative humidity in the room was also taken due to

its effect on the length of kapton.

became smaller. The variation in temperature in the clean room was ± 1 ◦C

thus have minimal effect. The variation in humidity was ± 20% across days, this

could have a strong effect on the length of a module leading us to measure the

humidity to ensure minimal effect. This allows us to understand the difference

in each module length is down to construction procedure. The measurement

error is due to the repeatability of identifying positions on the module for the

metrology measurement, this was done by a master’s student who repeatedly

took measurements and plotted a Gaussian to find the mean.

4.3.2 Air flow system

To be able to perform electrical testing on the module in the lab it needs to be

cooled. This is to prevent heat damage to the chips and glue. Two methods

were devised for cooling the module, this is a different cooling system than the

final detector. The first was using the v-folds when these were still planned to

be used for cooling, still discussed if the v-fold cooling will be needed in future,

and the second using air flow around the outside of the module.

V-fold flow

The v-fold cooling system has been designed to mimic the proposed cooling

for the final detector as close as possible, this allows for full access around the

module while the module is running. This means that the most challenging

requirement for this system was to have 0±5 mbar differential pressure at the

centre of the module. This allows the experiment to achieve the necessary high

flow rate without any substantial pressure that would deform the thin-walled
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channels.

The first method considered was to use a fan inside a closed circuit, however

there was no fan found that can deliver the correct pressure needed in the small

diameter tube. This led to a venturi pump being considered, this makes use of

the venturi effect where the flow of the gas passes another pipe causing suction

creating negative pressure in that pipe. A schematic of the air flow system is

shown in figure 4.14 (a). This design was realised in the system shown in figure

4.14 (b). The air passes through the venturi pump before being split in two

with most of the air leaving the system, this is to achieve the negative pressure

needed. The air that doesn’t leave passes through a pressure and flow meter.

This set up allows for full control of the flow rate and the pressure at the inlet

and outlet of the module allowing us to achieve the required 0 mbar differential

pressure at the centre of the module. It also can provide flows up to 2 L/min

of air.

The system allowed for the testing of how well the v-folds are sealed to the

ladder and endpiece, thus finding if any leaks are present. During early thermo-

mechanical construction, we were able to use a leak detection fluid to find the

leaks. The fluid produces bubbles in case of leaking gas. This works well and

we can detect very small leaks with this. However, the method is not suitable

for the final detector. It was then studied if leaks could be detected with a

precision microphone. Using a PCB Piezotronics 130F20 microphone connected

to an oscilloscope, we were able to detect even smaller leaks than we were able

to with the fluid. We did not quantify this due to us needing to seal any leak

found and the v-fold cooling was abandoned not long after this work as done.

Global flow

Once the v-fold cooling requirement had been removed a new method needed

to be designed, one that could flow air around the module. The removal of the

v-folds removed the challenging requirement to limit the differential pressure

in the channels. A box was designed and constructed that allows for this to

happen while also keeping the module secured to a plate. A CAD diagram

of the designed part is shown in figure 4.15. The box consists of 2 parts, the

undercase which slides under the module in grooves cut into the aluminium base

plate where the module is fixed, and the top case which is lowered onto dowel
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.14: Airflow system for the v-fold cooling. (A) Is a
schematic view of the cooling system showing the location of

the key elements. (B) is the image of the system in use.
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Figure 4.15: CAD diagram of the global cooling box. It con-
sists of a top box placed over a module and a box under the

module.

pins. The top case has all the inlets for air as well as the openings for electrical

connections. The top surface can be made out of a very thin material such a

kapton, to allow for the heat of the module to be read out by a thermal camera.

Cooling of the gas

To add extra cooling power to the system the circulated gas is cooled before

getting to the module. This is done by placing a winded copper tube onto a

cold plate set to −30 ◦C. This method reduces the gas temperature from 22 ◦C

at the inlet to 12 ◦C.

4.3.3 Powering and temperature sensing

Using the global cooling box we can test the cooling of a module at different

levels of power dissipation. To be able to test the cooling potential it is im-

portant to know the temperature of the module without cooling. Therefore 3

data sets are taken. The first was a module not inside the global cooling box,

one inside the cooling box including the lid but still without cooling and the

final one inside the box with cooling provided. The data set taken inside the

cooling box but without cooling is important as it allows for the effect of the

lid and the heating of the air around the module to be estimated. The cooling

air, at a temperature of 18.7 ◦C, flows from one side of the box through 4 inlets

at a rate of 18 L/min per inlet. A thermal image of a flex-heater module can

be seen in figure 4.16 after 2 minutes of running. The bright spots are spots

where Tippex has been painted onto the module to remove any reflections from
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the aluminium surface and thus to obtain a more reliable temperature measure-

ment. The observed temperature as a function of the set power dissipation for

the half of the module closest to the cooling is shown in figure 4.17(a) while

that for the half further away from the inlets is shown in figure 4.17(b). Fully

functional half modules will dissipate approximately 9 W of power. The results

show the cooling test stand has a substantial margin to keep temperature rises

small and we can operate the module with cooling easily. It also shows that we

will be able to run the module without any cooling for a period of time without

overheating as well. To further see the effect of only cooling from one side the

hottest spots at both module ends are plotted together, in figure 4.18. This

shows that in the operating range of the modules, and with the high gas flow

rate in the test box, there is no substantial variation in temperature along the

length of the module.

Figure 4.16: Thermal image of a flex-heater module with
power of 18 W. The dots shown on the image are tippex which
was painted on to deal with the reflections from the aluminium.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.17: Distributions of the temperature of the module.
The power shown is for each half-ladder. It is split into 2 halves
(a) the first half is closest to the cooling inlet while (b) is from

the middle of the module to the end of the module.

Figure 4.18: Comparing the maximum temperature of each
half of the module. The first half is closest to the cooling inlet
while the second half is from the middle of the module to the

end of the module.

4.4 Mounting studies

4.4.1 Length Tolerance and Ladder Extension Studies

The minicage is a setup designed to facilitate the development of the tool-

ing and methods to mount modules safely to the pixel support rings, which is
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particularly challenging because one of the rings is spring-mounted. It also al-

lowed cooling studies to be done at the University of Applied Sciences and Arts

Northwestern Switzerland. The minicage consists of a mock-up of the beam

pipe sections with the same mounting points envisaged for the final detector,

including the spring mechanism.

The first test done were to try to determine the maximum difference in length

that can be tolerated between modules. To do this the modules were mounted

to the minicage without the spring mounting included. This was done for a

number of combinations and ordering of the modules to study different length

differences between neighbouring modules. It was found that with a length dif-

ference around 500 µm between neighbouring modules there started to be visible

deformation in the modules. This led to setting a conservative upper tolerance

of 50 µm for module differences.

Due to the modules being mounted under spring tension we also investigated

how a ladder behaves when pulled using a material tester. This allows us to

select a value for the spring constants of the spring used that ensures that no

damage will be done. It also allows us to see if we can tolerate a larger toler-

ance of the length deviations by investigating the expansion of modules under

tension. The force extension graph for a single ladder is shown in figure 4.19.

The first test was done only going up to 100 µm extension and no visible de-

formation was observed however when the extension was taken to 200 µm some

deformation was observed. This led for us to be cautious when choosing the

spring for the minicage and wanting to keep the force between 1 N and 2 N for

each of three springs around the ring.

4.4.2 Mounting Studies

Due to the end-ring being spring mounted, there needs to be a way to hold it into

place while modules are mounted, the first method tried was to attach a rigid

carbon bar to protect modules from taking all the strain of the springs before

all modules are attached. This proved to be effective, however this solution did

not provide a good solution for transferring the load from bars to the modules.

This could lead to a unacceptable force on the modules when the rigid bar is

removed, which is would be dangerous for the module with chips. This meant a
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Figure 4.19: Force extension graph of a single ladder. The
test was stopped at 200 µm due to a test run showing inelastic

deformation when extended to 300 µm.

alteration to the rigid bar has been made to allow for a controlled extension of

the length by up to 5 mm. The extendable bars are shown in figure 4.20. This

has been preliminary tested and works effectively.

Figure 4.20: Picture of the extendable carbon bar mounted
on the end rings.
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Chapter 5

Sensitivity study

The Mu3e experiment aims to measure the electron and positron tracks from

the decay µ −→ eee with high acceptance and resolution. The resolution allows

for the final state to be precisely reconstructed, allowing for the desired signal

events to be separated from the background from Internal Conversion events,

µ −→ eeeνν. The sensitivity relies on the ability to reduce this background.

The aim of this chapter is to establish how well the main sources of background

can be suppressed. This chapter will look at Internal Conversion events and

the dominant source of combinatoric backgrounds, the combination of Michel

positrons with a Bhabba electron positron pair. Selection criteria applied to the

reconstructed vertices are discussed and the detector resolution of studied. The

selection criteria are optimised to reduce the number of background events in

the signal region. The sensitivity of the experiment to the signal is studied and

an expected upper limit on the branching ratio of µ −→ eee as a function of the

number of data-taking days is provided.

5.1 Simulation of Signal and Internal Conversion

The simulation of signal decays is done by using three particle phase space

distributions, this follows the practice of SINDRUM. Signal and Internal Con-

version events are simulated by having only one muon decay in each simulated

frame. A frame is a 64 ns window. As the decay can happen at any point in

time the decay can have particles that are detected in the following frame, if

this is the case then no new decay is generated in the following frame. The

simulation of Internal Conversion events does have generator criteria applied.

This is because the region of interest is that in which the neutrinos carry little

energy. The phase space when the neutrinos have a total energy less than 20
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MeV [88] branching ratio is 2.1× 10−11 with the inclusive branching ratio being

(3.4±0.4)×10−5 [72]. The generator criteria also account for the acceptance of

the detector. The first is that each electron positron must have a minimum en-

ergy of 10 MeV, this is the minimum energy needed for the particle to traverse at

least 4 pixel layers. There is also a criterion on the absolute value of the cos(θ)1

to be less than 0.8 for each track. The final criterion is on the invariant mass

of the 3 electrons, requiring this to be greater than 90 MeV/c2 to ensure this is

close to the signal mass window. The signal sample contains 8.779×107 frames

with one signal decay each. The Internal Conversion sample is weighted with

the leading order tree level matrix element for polarised muons from Ref [88]

and the phase-space volume [101]. The sample consists of 4.995×108 frames,

corresponding to an effective number of muon decays of 2.247×1013.

5.2 Reconstruction and Selection

5.2.1 Reconstruction

The events simulated are reconstructed using the algorithms described in section

2.4.2. Tracks are first reconstructed as short tracks made from 4 hits. These

are then extended to long tracks with 6 or 8 hits for better momentum resolu-

tion. Vertices are reconstructed for all track combinations of 1 electron and 2

positrons. There is a selection on the χ2 (equation 2.5) of the tracks to be at

most 32 and 48 for short and long tracks, respectively.

It is possible that when reconstructing a track there can be multiple track seg-

ments for the same particle. This can happen when a particle passes through

the overlap regions of pixel ladders or through the target more than once. A

particle passing more than once through the target can also be reconstructed

with the opposite sign charge. To reduce this source of error a selection is made

on the opening angle between tracks. If there are 2 tracks of the same electric

charge and a momentum difference less than 1 MeV/c then the opening angle

needs to be greater than 0.14 rad. If the 2 tracks are of opposite sign then the

angle needs to be smaller than 3 rad. If this is not the case the event is rejected.

The only decays that are considered are those where the muon decay is recon-

structed close to the target. This is done by selecting only those vertices that
1θ is the polar angle measured from the z axis
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fall inside a cylinder of radius 19 mm and length 100 mm centred at the target

location.

5.2.2 Selection and Background Estimate

Once good vertices are selected, a number of further constraints are applied.

The criteria applied in the following studies are on the vertex χ2 value; de-

scribed in section 2.4.2, the absolute momentum of the 3 tracks, the mass of the

lowest mass track pair and the invariant mass of the tree track system.

The criterion on the vertex χ2 value allows for the selection of vertices whose

tracks coincide closely in space. This allows for further reduction of acciden-

tal backgrounds, as vertices reconstructed from tracks from independent decays

tend to have larger χ2. The criterion is not expected to have a major effect

on the Internal Conversion background. The distribution of the χ2 for both

Internal Conversion and signal events is shown in figure 5.1. The fraction of

long tracks to all tracks is 53% for Internal Conversion and 51% for signal. As

expected, the criterion does not provide a strong handle on this background.

The standard selection on this value from Ref. [1] is χ2 ≤ 15. This was chosen

due to the need to suppress Bhabba + Michel combinatoric background while

keeping the most amount of signal decays.

The kinematics of the signal decay means that the combined three-track-

momentum vector magnitude at the vertex should equal 0. This is not true for

Internal Conversion events or accidental backgrounds, providing a further han-

dle to reject background. The distribution for Internal Conversion and signal

events is shown in figure 5.2. As the momentum is the only handle on Internal

Conversion the experiment needs to have excellent momentum resolution, the

targeted resolution is 1 MeV/c, which as shown in figure 5.3 is achieved. The In-

ternal Conversion distribution is broader than signal as expected, this is due the

to missing neutrinos. The step near 15 MeV/c is due to the generator selection.

The criterion on the total momentum is also highly effective for reducing the

Bhabba+Michel background. The selection from Ref. [1] is p ≤ 4 MeV/c, this

was chosen to suppress both Internal Conversion and Bhabba + Michel combi-

natoric backgrounds. Although it has a stronger effect for Bhabba+Michel.

The final criterion before the mass selection is the criterion on the lowest

track pair mass. The distributions are shown in figure 5.4. This is an effective
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(a) Signal (b) Internal Conversion

(c) Bhabba and Michel

Figure 5.1: The χ2 distribution for simulated signal, Internal
Conversion and Bhabba and Michel events. These have been

divided up into all tracks and only 3 long tracks.
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(a) Signal (b) Internal Conversion

(c) Bhabba and Michel

Figure 5.2: The 3 electron momentum distribution for signal
(a), Internal Conversion (b) and Bhabba and Michel (c). These
have been divided up into all tracks and only 3 long tracks.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.3: The resolution of the total summed momentum
for events with 3 long tracks in x (a), y (b) and z (c). Each
distribution is fitted with a Gaussian and the fitted parameters

shown on the plot.
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(a) Signal (b) Internal Conversion

Figure 5.4: The lowest dielectron mass for signal and Internal
Conversion. These have been divided up into all tracks and only

3 long tracks.

criterion in reducing background, because in the signal the track pair masses

are generally higher compared to the background of Internal Conversion. The

current selection removes events when the lowest 2 track mass is between 5

MeV/c2 and 10 MeV/c2. This range was chosen due to the Bhabba + Michel

combinatoric background peaking near 7 MeV/c2 as shown in figure 5.5. This

is because Bhabba scattering events with e+e− pair mostly originate from a

Michel positron close to the Michel edge scattering of a particle at rest [1]:

me+e− ≈
√
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Figure 5.5: Small invariant mass of e+e− pairs versus e+e−e+
invariant mass for accidental combinations of a Bhabha e+e−

pair with a Michel positron [1].
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The most effective criterion finally is on the invariant mass of the 3 track

system, this is because the signal invariant mass is equal to the muon rest mass

while the mass in Internal Conversion events is lower due to the unobserved

neutrinos. This distribution is shown in figure 5.6. As expected, signal events

peak at the muon mass. There is a tail to the lower values of the invariant mass,

due to individual particles losing energy in the detector due to bremsstrahlung

or ionization. For the Internal Conversion events there is a drop off just before

the muon mass as expected. When considering all tracks, the distribution does

extend above the muon mass. This is due to the poorer mass resolution. The

standard criterion used for Ref. [1] is 103 ≤ meee ≤ 110 MeV/c2.

(a) Signal (b) Internal Conversion

Figure 5.6: The 3 electron mass distribution for signal and
Internal Conversion. These have been divided up into all tracks

and events with only 3 long tracks.

The described criteria have been applied to both the signal and the Internal

Conversion event samples and the resulting cutflow is shown in table 5.1 and

5.2, respectively. The mass of the 3 track systems is shown in figure 5.7, after

the dielectron mass criterion. To better understand the background distribution

the events have been scaled with the relevant selection efficiencies. The total

scale factor applied is:

NmuonBRεselectionεtiming. (5.2)

In this equation Nmuon is the number of muon decays on target expected in

phase-I, set to 2.5× 1015. The efficiency of the timing criteria, εtiming, is taken

from Ref. [102] to be 90%. The selection efficiency, εselection, is the sum of

weights of selected events divided by the sum of weights for all simulated events.
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The branching ratio is (3.4±0.4)×10−5 [72] for Internal Conversion events and

different potential branching ratios are considered for the signal decay.

A scatter plot of the invariant mass against the summed momentum of the 3

track system is shown in figure 5.8. The contours for the signal have been drawn

by removing the lowest 5% of the reconstructed muon mass for the 95% contour

and the same method for the others. This is done because one of the tracks

for these events have a higher than usual energy loss either in the target or

first pixel layer, this results in higher reconstructed muon momentum and lower

reconstructed mass.

For Internal Conversion events, the number of events in the mass window: 103

MeV/c2 - 110 MeV/c2 only considering long tracks, is 0.53 ± 0.02 after 300

days of data taking at the phase-I rate. This can be reduced by considering a

mass range of 104 MeV/c2 - 110 MeV/c2 which results in 0.052± 0.003 events.

This includes all cuts down to dielectron cut. This shows that a background

suppressed measurement can be achieved if the only background is Internal Con-

version. If we consider all tracks the estimated number of Internal Conversion

events is 4.914 ± 0.148 in the window 103 MeV/c2 - 110 MeV/c2, showing that

a background suppressed measurement is not achievable in this case.

Considering next-to-leading order corrections (NLO), differences are typically

only at the percent level. However, the effect can be larger in the extreme parts

of the phase space where the signal peak is located. In Ref [88] this calculation

has been done with special considerations to the Mu3e experiment. This paper

shows that corrections to the branching ratio when the neutrinos have energy

of less than 20 · me is −10.1% and if it is less than 10 · me the correction is

−13.2%. This shows that the estimate quoted above is a conservative number

that would be lower after higher order corrections.
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Criterion No of Frames ×108 Efficiency Step Efficiency
Generated Number of muon decays 161.1 ± 0.1 -
χ2 < 15 All Tracks 109.5 0.680 -
χ2 < 15 Long Tracks 58.41 0.363 -
3-track system momentum < 4 MeV/c All tracks 4.446 0.0276 0.0406
3-track system momentum < 4 MeV/c Long Tracks 2.404 0.0149 0.0411
mee < 5 or mee > 10 All Tracks 3.382 0.0210 0.761
mee < 5 or mee > 10 Long Tracks 1.835 0.0114 0.764

Table 5.1: Selection for simulated Internal Conversion events.
Statistical uncertainty are less than 0.01%. This results from
the sum of weights and does not represent events for phase-I.

Criterion No of Frames ×107 Efficiency Step Efficiency
Generated Number of muon decays 8.779 -
χ2 < 15 All Tracks 2.762 0.315 -
χ2 < 15 Long Tracks 1.417 0.161 -
3-track system momentum < 4 MeV/c All tracks 2.427 0.277 0.879
3-track system momentum < 4 MeV/c Long Tracks 1.342 0.153 0.947
mee < 5 MeV/c2 and > 10 MeV/c2 All Tracks 2.379 0.271 0.980
mee < 5 MeV/c2 and > 10 MeV/c2 Long Tracks 1.316 0.150 0.981

Table 5.2: Selection for simulated signal. Statistical uncer-
tainty in this table are less than 0.03%. This results from the

sum of weights and does not represent events for phase-I.

Figure 5.7: Three-electron mass distribution, normalised to
the phase-I muon-on-target rate.
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Figure 5.8: Scatter plot showing the mass against momentum
for Internal Conversion and signal.

Conclusion

This section details the studies done on the signal and Internal Conversion

simulation files, it looks at how the reconstruction for these events happen and

at the selection criteria used for the analysis with a summary of criteria applied

shown in tables 5.1 and 5.2. Once this was completed the details of how we

are able to extract the total number of background events we would expect to

see in the region 103 MeV/c2 - 110 MeV/c2 when only considering long tracks,

is 0.53 ± 0.02 after 300 days of data taking at the phase-I rate. The selection

criteria that have been detailed for the main study are the same used in Ref. [1].
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Chapter 6

Combinatoric background from

Internal Conversion pairs and

Michel Positrons

This chapter describes a study of one of the main sources of accidental back-

grounds in the Mu3e experiment. The background occurs when an e+e− pair

from an Internal Conversion decay and a Michel positron are reconstructed such

that their extrapolated tracks are compatible with a single vertex. This is not

the dominant combinatoric background which is from e+e− pairs resulting from

a Bhabba scatter combined with a Michel positron. The latter has been studied

in detail in the TDR and it was found 4 events are expected in the signal mass

window after 300 days of phase-I operation [1].

This chapter discusses how these two processes can be misreconstructed as

signal-like events. This is followed by a study of the kinematics and an esti-

mate of the number of Internal Conversion and Michel events that are expected

in the signal region to establish how important this source of background is.

6.1 Generation and Selection Criteria

To generate the decays that are needed to study this combinatoric background,

each frame needs to have at least one or more Internal Conversion decays and a

number of Michel positrons. This is done by running the simulation at the full

Phase-I rate and forcing one of the muon decays to be an Internal Conversion

event. The Internal Conversion decays are generated as described in section 6.3

but without generator level criteria. The Michel positrons are generated using
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the Geant4 implementation. The sample generated has 2.305×1018 effective

muon decays. The selection criteria for good vertices are the same as in section

??. The selection table is shown in table 6.1.

Cut No of Frames ×1010 Efficiency
Generated Number of muon decays (2.02±1.77)×108 -
≥1 vertex 7.061×104 3.492×10−4

χ2 < 15 All Tracks (4.38 ± 0.76)×104 2.164×10−4

χ2 < 15 Long Tracks (2.11 ± 0.40)×104 1.043×10−4

3-track system momentum < 4 MeV/c All tracks 3.571±1.205 1.766×10−8

3-track system momentum < 4 MeV/c Long Tracks 0.767±0.548 3.793×10−9

mee < 5 MeV/c2 and > 10 MeV/c2 All Tracks 2.015±0.387 9.975×10−9

mee < 5 MeV/c2 and > 10 MeV/c2 Long Tracks 0.740±0.547 3.661×10−9

Table 6.1: Selection flow for events in the combined Internal
Conversion and Michel decay sample.

6.2 Vertex Reconstruction

Tracks contributing to the studied background source do not originate from a

single muon decay. This means that an understanding of the distance between

the true and reconstructed vertices is needed. Figure 6.1 shows the distance

between the true Internal Conversion vertex and the vertex of a Michel decay

in the same frame, for different track categories of the Michel positron track. In

all cases the three tracks have been combined to a single vertex with χ2 < 15.

This shows that there can be a sizeable distance between the two truth vertices.
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Figure 6.1: Distance from the true Michel positron decay
point to the true Internal Conversion decay point for Michel

positron tracks with 4, 6 or 8 hits.

Figure 6.2: Distance from the truth Michel positron decay to
the truth Internal Conversion decay divided into number of hits
of the Michel positron track. The events is the sum of weighted
frames for every 2.5 mm, these weights do not correspond to the

phase-I values.

There are two main reasons why this can happen. For instance the particle

can pass through the opposite side of the target before hitting any silicon pixel

layers (Case 2 in figure 6.2). The track direction can also be misreconstructed

if the particle passes through the target multiple times (Case 1 in figure 6.2).

The latter is most likely to happen if particles have a high angle with respect

to the beam.

The distribution of the angle with respect to the beam for the Michel positron

is shown in figure 6.3, for events with a selected reconstructed vertex and with
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large or small distance between the conversion pair and Michel electron true

vertices. This indicates that a large angle with respect to the beam increases

the probability of tracks from separate decay points to be reconstructed as

originating from a single vertex.

To further examine the distance from the truth vertex to the track we will

only consider the transverse plane for the Michel positron. A diagram is shown

in figure 6.4(A) showing the reconstructed 3 track vertex and the truth Michel

vertex. If our explanation for the behaviour seen in figure 6.2 is correct we could

expect the extrapolated track to pass very close to the truth Michel vertex

location at some point along its trajectory. This would mean that there is

a relation between θ and d/R and we would expect d/R to be near 0. The

distribution of d/R for the Michel positrons is shown in figure 6.4(B), it is

shown for the simulation and for different values of d0/R. These distributions

indicate that the distance from the truth vertex to the track is normally small

for simulation. However, when the angle θ is random values d/R tends towards

unity.

Figure 6.3: θ angle of Michel positrons particle from the com-
bined sample for case where the distance of closest approach to
the reconstructed vertex is less than 10 mm or greater than 20

mm.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.4: Comparing whether it is more probable for the
truth vertex to be closer to the track than the reconstructed
vertex. If the track often passes close to the truth vertex, we
would expect d/R to be close to 0, which is seen in the simu-
lation. The plot has been normalised to 1 and only shows the

region we are interest in.

6.3 The Vertex Weight

When examining the distributions produced for the vertex variables it was noted

that there are some frames with very large weights. These weights are the gen-

erator weights (the matrix element and the phase space weight, see section ).

As the Michel positrons have a constant weight, this is appeared likely to be

due to the Internal Conversion weights. As seen in chapter 5 high weights were

not seen in the Internal Conversion sample used there. The distributions of the

weights for both Internal Conversion and the combinatoric background is shown

in figure 6.5. These distributions show that the combinatoric background has

higher weights than the Internal Conversion only sample.
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(a) Internal Conversion

and Michel sample

(b) Internal Conversion

sample

Figure 6.5: Weights of each frame for both the Internal Con-
version sample (a) and Internal Conversion and Michel sample

(b).

To further examine this increase in weights the kinematics of the Internal

Conversion simulation were examined. To do this we split simulated events into

two samples, one with event weights greater than 500×103 and the other with

the remaining events. In the Internal Conversion sample from chapter 5 we

only examined the region where the neutrinos have very little energy. However,

this is no longer a requirement in this combinatoric background sample. It was

studied whether high weighted events happen only at higher neutrino energies.

To examine this, the distribution of neutrino momenta is shown in figure 6.6,

this indicates that high weight events also occur at low neutrino energies.

The next hypothesis that was examined was whether there is colinear soft pho-

ton emission. The distribution of the angle between the photon conversion and

the positron is shown in figure 6.7. These distributions support this hypothesis

as all high-weight events have an angle lower than 1 rad while the standard

distribution ranges from 0 - π rad. This indicates that the photon is emitted

along the same direction of the positron.

With the source for the high weights identified we examine why this isn’t seen

in chapter 5. The mass distribution of the vertex is plotted for the high weight

Internal Conversion events and for all other events (see figure 6.8). This shows

that the high-weight events are not in the mass region of interest for the Internal

Conversion background. However, with the additional Michel positron included

in the reconstruction it pushes these events towards the mass region of interest

for the combinatoric background case.
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(a) νµ (b) νe

Figure 6.6: Neutrino momentum from a truth simulation from
the Internal Conversion comparing high weighted events to nor-

mal weight.

Figure 6.7: The angle between the photon conversion and
the Michel positron of the simulated Internal Conversion event,

comparing high weight events to the normal weight event.
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Figure 6.8: Reconstructed muon mass of the positron and
conversion pair of the Internal Conversion decay for high weight

events and all events.

6.4 Normalisation

The main purpose of this study is to estimate the number of expected events

inside the signal mass region. To do this we need to scale the generated weighted

events to the total number of phase-I muon decays. If a criterion based selection

was applied no events would survive the full selection criteria. Therefore instead,

events are kept but scaled with the relevant selection efficiencies. The total scale

factor applied is

Scale = NmuonBR εsel εtiming. (6.1)

Where Nmuon is the phase-I target number of 2.5 × 1015 muon decays. The

selection and reconstruction efficiency, εsel, is calculated from the number of

simulated frames. The timing efficiency, εtiming, is taken from Ref. [102] and is

0.7. The branching ratio used is (3.605±0.001)×10−5 [103].

The timing information allows for additional background suppression, which is

particularly effective for combinatoric backgrounds. The suppression achieved

for 2 correlated tracks and one uncorrelated track is a factor 70 while the timing

efficiency for a genuine vertex with 3 correlated tracks is 90% [1]. The branching

ratio used for this combinatoric background is that of the Internal Conversion

decays since the Michel rate is close to 1. Which is already accounted for by

the number of muon decays generated per frame. To summarise, the selection

criteria are all accounted for by scaling, apart from the selection of the mass
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region of interest. The mass histogram is then scaled according to equation 6.1

leading to figure 6.9, which applied to events with three tracks with at least 6

hits each. The plot shows that there are a total of (2.15 ± 0.48) × 10−5 back-

ground events in the mass range of 103 - 110 MeV/c2. In the mass range 104 -

110 MeV/c2, the number of events is (1.22± 0.28)× 10−5.

Conclusion

This section details the second most dominant source of combinatoric back-

grounds expected in the experiment, the combination of Internal Conversion

pairs and Michel positrons. This details the criterion flow used and how this

sample was generated. It then moves to explaining the multiple different meth-

ods that these decays can be combined into one 3 track system. It was also

found that the weight for this combinatoric sample was for a high number of

events significantly larger than pure Internal Conversion. It was found that it

was due to the photon being emitted along the same direction of the electron for

the Internal Conversion event. Finally this chapter gives an estimated number

of events in the mass region 103 - 110 MeV/c2 of (2.15± 0.48)× 10−5.

Figure 6.9: Mass plot showing the Internal Conversion back-
ground alongside the Internal Conversion and Michel combina-
toric background. This plot also shows the signal decay with

varying branching ratios.
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Figure 6.10: Mass plot showing the Internal Conversion back-
ground alongside the Bhabba and Michel combinatoric back-
ground. This plot also shows the signal decay with varying
branching ratios. This plot is taken from Ref. [1]. The Bhabba
and Michel combinatoric background statistics was limited by

computing power available at the time.
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Combinatoric Background of

Photon Conversion pairs and

Michel Positron

This chapter details the study of cases where electron positron pairs from a

photon conversion have a vertex which is compatible with the track of a Michel

positron. Such an arrangement can cause the reconstruction of a signal-like

signature. This chapter will detail how the photons are generated and it will

estimate the number of such events estimated in the signal region.

7.1 Generation

To be able to investigate this background a large number of photons needs

to be simulated. These photons come mainly from radiative muon decays,

µ → eγνν, however there are other small sources such as Bremsstrahlung or

electron positron annihilation. As the main source of photons are radiative

muon decays, this is how this background was simulated. The simulation was

done by forcing one of the muons in each frame to decay via the radiative decay

with the rest being normal muon decays at the full phase-I rate, as described in

section 2.4.3. This allows for a number of Michel positrons to be produced as

well as a photon in each frame that may convert in the detector.

This study focuses on the high end of the photon conversion momentum spec-

trum, so it is useful to investigate a generator criterion on the energy of the

photon. Due to the acceptance of the detector, a particle must have a trans-

verse momentum of greater than 10 MeV/c to be detected. This means that
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a photon must have a minimum energy of 20 MeV which for radiative muon

decays has a branching ratio of (3.3 ± 1.3) × 10−3 [104]. This was first mea-

sured in 1961 with the most recent result for this decay coming from the MEG

collaboration [105] in 2016. MEG founds a value of (6.03± 0.14± 0.53)× 10−8,

photon energies greater than 40 MeV and a Ee > 45 MeV. The values found

by MEG is in agreement with the theoretical value of 6.15× 10−8 for the same

phase space [54].

A simulated sample is employed to test generator level criteria to confirm if the

generator criterion performs a useful pre-selection. As only final state particles

are retained in the event file, the photon energy must be reconstructed from the

conversion particles. This distribution is shown in figure 7.1, to further check

this stage a simulation with a 25 MeV photon energy criterion off was also done.

The distribution shown does depend on the detector acceptance, but no other

selection criteria are applied. This again shows good agreement and confirms

the generator criterion can be used. The lower tail in the Eγ > 40 MeV distri-

bution comes from electrons being mis-reconstructed.

Figure 7.1: Photon energy for different photon energy gener-
ator criteria after the vertex reconstruction stage when simu-
lating radiative muon decay. The photon momentum is recon-
structed from truth e+e− pair without any selection to remove
miss reconstructed tracks. However the tracks must fall in the

acceptance of the detector.

Confirming that the generator criterion performs correctly is important, but
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the generator criterion also needs to cover the desired phase space. To do this

we need to examine how the reconstructed 3 track system, combination of 2

positrons and 1 electron, mass and momentum behaves with photon energy.

These plots are shown in figure ??. It should be noted that the sample with a

criteria of 25 MeV was used as figure 7.1 shows very few photons with an energy

lower than 25 MeV. There is no significant difference in the predicted number of

events in the signal region between the samples with a different photon energy

criterion, indicating the 40 MeV generator criteria can be applied safely.

(a) (b)

Figure 7.2: 3 track mass (a) and momentum (b) for simulation
with generator criteria on the photon energy of 25 and 40 MeV.
These plots have been normalised. The photon energy of 40
MeV simulation has more statistics due to it being used for the

final analysis.

To limit required disk space due to the large samples needed, a pre-selection

on the position where the photon converts is made. In the simulation the photon

conversion position has been plotted for the full detector and for a zoomed-in

view around the target. These are shown in figure 7.3. The large band at the

top of figure 7.3 (a) is the detector solenoid and the rest of the detector and

support structures can also be seen. The photon conversion position for events

in which the generated e+e− pair passes the track and vertex reconstruction

and selection, is shown in figure 7.4. The mean and standard deviation at this

stage for x, y and z are 0.19, -0.58 and 2.14 for the means, and 16.38, 10.65 and

15.71 for the standard deviation, respectively. This shows that a selection can

be performed to only retain a subset of frames where the photon is converted

in an area of interest. The selection chosen is very loose, requiring the absolute
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value of z to be less than 200 and r to be less than 100. This removes photon

conversion in beam pipe and recurl stations as well as in the magnet. The

study helps us understand the properties of the photon and their effect on the

reconstructed 3 track system and allows for a more efficient sample of 14.5 billion

frames, before the conversion region criteria, to be generated.

(a) (b)

Figure 7.3: Position where the photon converts in the detector
after the simulation stage. In (a) the large bar at the top is due

to the magnet.

(a) (b)

Figure 7.4: Position where the photon converts in the detector
for frames in which 3 long tracks are reconstructed. This is done

after the χ2 criterion.

7.1.1 Event estimate

The selection criteria for good vertices are the same as in section 5.2.1. A cri-

terion flow for this sample is shown in table 7.1. This combinatoric background

is suppressed heavily by the momentum selection with only two events passing,

however these events have a low reconstructed vertex mass. This can be seen
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criterion No of Frames ×103 Efficiency
Generated Number of muon decays 1.45×107

≥1 vertex 1.039×103e+03 7.135×10−5

χ2 < 15 All Tracks 146.8 1.008×10−5

χ2 < 15 Long Tracks 97.64 6.705×10−6

3-track system momentum < 4 MeV/c All tracks 0.004 2.747×10−10

3-track system momentum < 4 MeV/c Long Tracks 0.002 1.373×10−10

Table 7.1: Selection criterion flow for events in the combined
Photon Conversion and Michel combinatoric decay sample. No

events pass the dielectron mass criterion.

Figure 7.5: Mass momentum scatter plot for the reconstructed
3 track system after the χ2 criterion for 3 long tracks. The figure
shown has been limited to the momentum region of the signal,
there are combinatoric decays with a higher prec than 12 MeV/c.

more clearly by the distributions of momentum and the reconstructed vertex

mass shown in figure 7.5. As this shows that no reconstructed event lies inside

the mass and momentum window, only an upper limit on the number of ex-

pected vertices can be set. To find this upper limit we need to extrapolate the

efficiency for the mass criterion and the momentum criterion separately after

the χ2 criterion, using this method we will be able to set a loose upper limit.

The distribution of this efficiency for various different momentum criteria is

shown in figure 7.6. The efficiency for the momentum criterion has been found

by fitting the last 3 points of figure 7.6 with a exponential obtaining a value of

(3.62± 0.66)× 10−5 with uncertainties assumed to be Poisson. As a cross check
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the efficiency distribution has also been created for the samples with different

photon energy generator criteria. An exponential fit was performed on these

distributions. The results of these fits are consistent with all samples.

Figure 7.6: Background rejection factor for photon conversion
and Michel combinatoric background for different momentum
criterion. The last 3 points have been fitted with a exponential

function.

Figure 7.7: Mass of the reconstructed 3 track system. This is
after the χ2 criterion.
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The rejection power of the mass window selection criterion by counting

events is (9.93±1.04)×10−4 and the mass plot, for all events after the vertex χ2

criterion, is shown in figure 7.7. This value has been found using the integral of

the distribution, however a 3rd degree polynomial has also been fitted, yielding

a consistent result.

This results in a maximum number of events during phase-I in the final mass

window of 103 - 110 MeV/c2 1.161× 10−7 at a 95% confidence level indicating

that this is a negligible source of background. If we were to consider phase-II of

the experiment as well, it can be estimated that this background will increase

by a factor of 400 assuming identical detector performance. This will still not

bring this background to an observable level.

7.2 Sensitivity

Due to the background being suppressed to below 1 for the mass range 104 -

110 MeV/c2 we are able to define the single event sensitivity for this experiment

to be,

BSES(µ −→ eee) =
1

εNµ
. (7.1)

This equation uses the number of muon decays on target (Nµ) for a certain

number of data taking days and the efficiency, ε, to reconstruct signal events.

The equation gives the branching ratio for which SES sensitivity can be achieved.

This allows the experiment to calculate the sensitivity as a function of the

number of days of phase-I operation. If no signal events are found, an upper

limit can be set on the branching ratio for a desired confidence level.

B(1−β)CL(µ −→ eee) =
− lnβ

εNµ
(7.2)

This assumes a Poisson distribution of events in the signal mass region. Figure

7.8 shows the evolution of the branching ratio limit over data taking time, this

shows that the experiment will surpass the previous limit set, by SINDRUM,

very quickly and can reach the single event sensitivity of 2 × 10−15 within 400

days of data taking. This corresponds to a 90% confidence level exclusion of a

branching ration of 5× 10−15, in the absence of events in the signal window.
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Figure 7.8: Single event sensitivity (SES) for phase-I rate.

7.2.1 Selection optimisation

The selection criteria that have been used during this thesis have been defined

manually in Ref. [1] to reduce the contamination of Bhabba + Michel back-

ground to 0 in the signal mass region of 104 - 110 MeV/c2. This section will

aim, to optimise the selection by maximising the signal significance, which is

defined as:

Z =

√
2
(

(s+ b) ln
(

1 +
s

b

)
− s
)
, (7.3)

which is taken from the asymptotic formula for significance [106].

Background rejection is the fraction of all background events that are rejected.

This will be done for the optimisation of each selection criterion.

Internal Conversion cannot be reduced by optimising the vertex χ2 criterion, as

tracks all originate from a single vertex, like for the signal. All other criteria are

optimised using the Internal Conversion sample as background. The vertex χ2

criterion will be optimised using the Bhabba + Michel background. Figure 7.9

shows the vertex χ2 significance plot and indicates that the optimal criterion is

20.

Figure 7.10 shows the absolute momentum significance plot. This shows that

for the rejection of Internal Conversion events the optimal criterion is 6 MeV/c.

This is higher than in Ref [1] as this criterion was chosen to also help reduce the

combinatoric background from Bhabba + Michel events. The significance plot

for this background source is shown in figure 7.11. This also shows a criterion
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of 6 MeV/c to be optimal.

As the dielectron criterion is double sided there are 2 values that need to be

optimised. For the lower criterion optimisation the higher criterion of 10 MeV/c2

is kept constant while the lower criterion ranges from 0-7 MeV/c2. For the

higher criterion the lower criterion of 5 MeV/c2 was kept constant while the

higher criterion ranges from 10–23 MeV/c2. This leads to the optimal rejected

range for the lowest dielectron mass is 1 - 19 MeV/c2.

The final selection to be optimised is the mass window requirement. The lower

side of the window is optimised without considering an upper limit and shows

that 104 MeV is optimal, this means that the mass window will not change

i.e. the Ref [1] requirement is already optimal. For the higher mass criterion a

lower limit of 95 MeV/c2 was set and the higher criterion varied. This leads to a

plateau of significance starting around 110 MeV/c2 meaning the upper criterion

does not require to be changed.

After this optimisation the only selection to change is dielectron mass window,

which leads to a reduction of the signal efficiency by 0.004% and a reduction

in the Internal Conversion efficiency from 1.149% to 1.141%. This reduces the

event estimate in the mass region of 103 - 110 MeV/c2 to 0.50 ± 0.002 events

while the event estimate in the region 104 - 110 MeV/c2 to be 0.051 ± 0.007

events.

For the Internal Conversion and Michel background Taking a new event estimate

for the region 103 - 110 MeV/c2 is (1.02 ± 0.6) × 10−5 and (8.9 ± 5.8) × 10−6

for the range 104 - 110 MeV/c2. This is of particular importance, for phase-II

when the rate of combinatoric backgrounds will increase.

Figure 7.9: The significance plot for χ2 of the vertex.
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Figure 7.10: The significance plot for absolute momentum of
the vertex.

Figure 7.11: The significance plot for absolute momentum of
the vertex for the background of Bhabba and Michel.
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Conclusion

The Mu3e experiment is dedicated to the search for the decay µ+ → e+e+e−

with a sensitivity of 10−16 using the world’s most intense muon beam as PSI

in Switzerland. This decay violates lepton flavour conservation and is strongly

suppressed in the Standard Model, however there are many beyond models that

do predict some level of flavour violations making this decay a great indicator

for new physics.

There are many challenges to measuring this decay with this sensitivity, we need

a detector with a large acceptance that is capable of recording up to 2×109 muon

stops per second. We also need excellent momentum, space and time resolution

to reduce background levels to below the 10−17 level. Another challenge is

that due to low momentum of the decay electrons the dominant source of the

momentum uncertainty is multiple scattering. This thus requires a very strict

material budget. To be able to achieve this, a long cylindrical pixel tracker

design has been adopted using HV-MAPS sensors thinned to 50 µm for the

pixel tracker. This not only provides the material budget needed but also allows

for the granularity and rate capability needed. This thesis summarised the

development of the outer pixel tracker construction methods. It develops the

methods of securing the pixel ladders to the endpieces to form the pixel modules

and then quality assurance tests.

The first silicon heather chip ladders should arrive from Oxford by summer

2022, this will allow the first module to be constructed that is mechanically the

same of the final modules. After these modules are constructed ladders with

MuPix10 chip, however to allow these to be produced only every second chip is

able to read out due to configuration issues. These problems will be solved for

MuPix11 which was submitted at the start of 2022.
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In the summer of 2021 a milestone for the experiment happened with the first

integration run completed. The modified inner pixel layers where constructed

with MuPix10 on a PCB rather than the HDI, due to the same configuration

issues, and was mounted inside the magnet with a number of the fibre modules.

The muon beam was then fired at the target and data was taken. This is the first

time modules are mounted inside the magnet and data taken with the beam. It

allowed the testing of the readout as well as the fibre and pixel detectors. At

the time of writing the data was still being taken.

At the conclusion of this thesis all the major potential background sources have

been studied, this thesis proved that the only background source to be aware of is

the Bhabba and Michel combinatoric. The background from internal conversion

and the combinatoric background of internal conversion and Michel positron do

not sum up to 1 event in the signal mass region for 300 days of data taking. This

thesis also showed that the cuts defined in Ref. [1] have room for improvement,

thus there is still room for reducing the background further.

The Mu3e experiment is on track to start taking data in 2024 for phase-I which

includes both recurl stations. Phase-II of the experiment requires the new high

intensity muon beam line which will start being installed in 2027, this should

be after the completion on phase-I. It will also require new pixel detectors to

include increase the timing while the fibre detector will be removed to reduce

the material budget.
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